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Main Research and Policy Findings 

 Public (mega) events like the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games have the potential to contribute to 
and harm the health of communities.  A population-health (PH) perspective is key to research on the impacts 
of such events.  However, there is little systematic research on the role of society-wide events and their 
impact(s) on health and quality-of-life. 

 Organizers and proponents of such events make claims of evidence-based decision making/accountability.  
Yet it remains difficult to make attributional claims of benefit or harm.  Adequate assessment of the impacts 
of these types of public events has yet to be done.  Most studies lack good prospective or retrospective 
analyses, and offer results that are insufficient in providing a clear picture of the impacts.  They lack 
longitudinal research needed to make such claims. 

 Participatory research with researchers, community coalitions, government, media, the public and private 
sector can be a crucial aspect of advancing PH.  Research can be used to leverage honoraria into donations for 
community non-governmental organizations (NGOs). 

 Governments and the private sector may commit to inclusive representation on decision making bodies but 
they are likely to implement such commitments in a controlled/cautious manner.  Our data show that 
government, business and corporate partners use a language of social inclusion and responsibility but are 
hesitant to engage in PH commitments in the context of public events.  It remains a challenge for community 
groups to have direct input to decision making. 

 Public PH commitments may raise awareness of related issues and potential impacts of events (Olympics), 
but awareness is a necessary, but non-sufficient condition for improvements in PH.  A positive view of events 
(Olympics) is that they are a vehicle for social capital.  A negative one is that they that merely express 
power/privilege among elites. 

 Our work is a microcosm of issues facing PH in Canada.  How can PH better engage the public and private 
sector?  How can we engender the level of enthusiasm and social capital generated during the Olympics? 

 Our study shows that NGOs see potential benefits in using public events to improve heath and quality-of-life.  
Our study also shows a need to build community capacity to leverage such opportunities. 

 Work on PH goals (in the context of events such as the Olympics) will involve concessions and trade-offs.  It 
is crucial that they not lead to a lack of capacity for implementation/measurement. 

 There is an opportunity to harness large events as a vehicle for improving PH.  However, these events should 
be tied to social marketing/media advocacy for reducing societal inequities.  PH initiatives should avoid 
vague, public commitments that lack clear champions, measurable objectives and sufficient resources for 
implementation and evaluation. 

 Sabatier’s Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) offers a useful policy implementation approach that has 
been under-utilized in the context of PH. 

 Our work suggests that the PH community must have a concrete, forceful conversation with Canadians about 
‘true’ determinants of health, bases of societal inequities, the citizenry’s preferences as to how mega-events 
can address PH issues, and their preferred future (willing investments) for reducing inequities. 

 Finally, our work suggests factors that are needed to move forward on reducing health inequities.  They 
include: public support/political will; targeted resources; supportive legislation; policy and practice 
‘champions’; a supportive philosophy; a cultural and policy framework; an organizational and governance 
infrastructure; trained staff/improved education; and remuneration of services/personnel. 
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Executive Summary 

 Our team engaged with the Impact on Communities Coalition (IOCC) on the tracking and ‘evaluation’ of 
the putative harms/benefits of Vancouver’s 2010 Olympics.  The IOCC played a key role in the Bid and creation 
of the policy titled the Inner City Inclusivity Statement (ICI).  VANOC (the organizing committee for the 2010 
Games) and its government partners have been faced with implementing this policy.  From our view, the ICI 
represents a broad, community-oriented policy instrument that relates to 'healthy communities'.  We saw it as the 
type of relatively diffuse policy instrument that is often used in the population health field.  We sought to examine 
the decisions/actions and factors (individual, interpersonal, organizational and structural factors) that influenced 
these decisions and the nature/degree of implementation and impact(s) of the ICI. 

 Four premises guided our work.  First, the Olympics are a mega event that has the potential to contribute 
to and harm the health of communities.  A population-health-promotion perspective that includes neighbourhood 
engagement is key to research on the local impacts of mega events.  Olympic decisions have direct connections to 
public health/quality-of-life, either in terms of risks created by failures of local policies, or in linkages between 
urban structures and prevalence of health issues.  Third, mega events promise a wide range of economic and 
social benefits; many of which have direct/indirect effects on the health and quality-of-life of citizens.  These 
events are occurring in a time of evidence-based decision making and accountability.  The Games need an 
accessible means of conveying rigorous indicators to measure their impact.  Our final premise was that the Games 
may be "salutogenic" (i.e., health enhancing) for citizens and environments.  There is an opportunity to move 
beyond a do-no-harm approach to one that seeks to maximize the positive social, economic and health benefits of 
the Games.  Our objectives derived from research/community literature, our work to date, and expressed priorities 
of the IOCC and other key government/Olympic partners.  The ICI (14 commitment areas, 37 commitments) was 
adopted by VANOC and its partners.  In 2006, they began to establish ‘sectoral tables’ intended to include 
community members and agencies, businesses, and government.  These sectoral tables were to identify indicators 
for evaluating the ICI.  We felt that this process offered us a unique opportunity for policy-implementation 
research.  Soon after the first sectoral table report (on housing) was released, the sectoral tables were ended. 

 Our team joined and supported the IOCC (directly/indirectly) on three Report Cards, several community 
forums, and multifaceted media coverage of community concerns and interests.  Our research methods included: 
1) development of conceptual frameworks to guide data collection and analysis; 2) content analysis of documents 
from ICI partners and an interview with VANOC staff; 3) 7 focus groups (N = 33) with NGOs; 4) a series of 3 
community polls of inner-city residents/workers (overall N = 1,751); and 5) triangulation of the above data.  Most 
poll participants chose to have the study donate $2 to an inner-city NGO (vs. compensation with a $2 food item).  
Quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS.  Summary statistics/frequencies were generated.  Qualitative data 
were coded for emergent themes and organized according to our policy frameworks.  Data are summarized by the 
types of strategies that were used (rather than details or descriptions of specific policies or programs). 

 The ICI partners made the Commitments to address social aspects of the Games.  VANOC put them 
under social inclusion/responsibility.  The Commitments were viewed as complementary to VANOC’s 
sustainability, not a driving factor in its work. VANOC said that ~50% of the commitments were beyond its 
mandate; the rest were seen as needing collaboration with community/government.  The interview with VANOC 
confirmed that the ICI is viewed as spirit/intent rather than literal application. 

 Focus groups participants from NGOs stated ways in which the Games and ICI had affected them.  The 
Games added new roles (e.g., involvement with international media, policy work).  They increased focus on 
existing issues such as housing.  They also raised challenges (e.g., making it harder to do political work).  
Participants reported working with new partners (e.g., raising awareness of the impacts of the Games, 
transparency and accountability, showcasing arts and culture).  They engaged in discussion about impacts and 
opportunity costs.  Most saw the ICI as a step toward greater sustainability (2010 is the first time that 
sustainability has been built into the Olympics).  Several suggested ways to organize and raise awareness of the 
potential negative impacts of the Games (e.g., making them into election issues). 

 Data from our 2010 poll showed several patterns: 1) most people had no problem in physically accessing 
Games venues; 2) 1/3 of people reported they could not afford tickets; 3) 1/5 said they would use new facilities; 
4) the number who thought that information was poorly provided doubled in 2010 to 52%; 5) across 3 polls, 11-
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14% reported owning a business in the inner-city (11-14%); 6) 5-8% of business owners reported creating their 
business as a result of the Games; 7) 60% of business owners had not heard of Games-related business 
opportunities; 8) 9-12% reported being involved in some form of protest; 9) 7-19% would use new facilities 
located outside of the inner-city; 10) most respondents felt safe from crime but had little input to security 
concerns; 11) 16% (of those interested) said their artwork/performance had been showcased; 12) 7-12% reported 
having an Olympics-related job with most being < 1 year (45-56%); 13) <5% had received Olympics-related job 
training; 14) most people felt that the Games raised awareness of sustainability (a small number of people 
attributed these benefits to the Games); 15) 18% had (health) appointments cancelled/re-scheduled by their 
service providers, 50% of whom reported that it was due to the Games; 16) most respondents (68-71%) did not 
own housing; 17) 17% of those who did not own housing reported that their landlord increased rent to gain from 
the Games; and 18) 13% of those did not own housing learned they were evicted due to the Games.  The findings 
suggest that the ICI partners made some efforts to implement housing supports rather than regulations, but some 
residents were displaced and/or faced unreasonable increases in rent that were an indirect result of the Games. 

 VANOC committed to inclusive representation on all relevant committees and work groups.  The groups 
comprised members of business, sports and government elites with few, if any, community members from the 
inner-city.  VANOC implemented this commitment to some degree; however, one First Nations member of 20 
members on the Board of Directors is limited ‘inclusive representation.  Their commitment to work with and be 
accessible to an independent watchdog group that includes inner-city residents met with limited implementation.  
VANOC had interactions with several watchdog groups, more so with those that are not anti-Games.  VANOC 
reported very late (2008-2009) community consultations.  Our findings suggest that the ICI partners implemented 
their commitment to public consultation in a very controlled, limited, and late-in-the-game manner. 

 The ICI committed that all Games events and venues could be reached by public transit at affordable 
costs.  Most people reported using transit and having few difficulties.  This commitment was generally well 
implemented.  It is unclear whether inner-city folks could better afford or access public transit.  The ICI partners 
made reasonable attempts to inform the public about Olympics-related traffic restrictions; nevertheless, a 
significant proportion of the public was negatively affected.  One-quarter used more sustainable modes of 
transportation during the Games. 

 Our study has strengths and limits.  Only one interview was secured and therefore content analysis of ICI 
partners’ publications was done.  These reflect activities rather than process/context factors such as how roles 
changed with the Games/ICI commitments, implementation challenges and how they were resolved, etc.  These 
can be contrasted with the 3 community Report Cards that paint a more negative portrayal of the Games, and their 
supposed benefits/harms.  Our focus groups used convenience sampling.  Demographic data from our three polls 
lacked a comparable population base.  Our sampling frame may have missed those who work night shifts.  The 
strengths is that our polling method is less likely to exclude people who are homeless or young adults who only 
own cell phones.  Most important, our sample size(s) make our polls representative of the general population. 

 Our work has implications/lessons for future research on population health in Canada.  First, we created a 
small but important innovation by providing participants with an option of having our study donate on their behalf 
to an NGO.  Second, our exploratory use of Sabatier’s Advocacy Coalition Framework highlighted several points.  
It pointed out that (in the context of a mega-event) the ‘population-health coalition’ or any form of a ‘health-
inequities coalition’ are largely absent, or at best very weak in terms of their ‘voices’ being heard.  The sports, 
business, tourism, patriotism, and hedonism coalitions dominate discussions/decision-making.  In 2001, our 
Mayor did a poll.  Residents said ending homelessness, and addressing drug abuse/mental health issues were the 
top preferred outcomes of the Games.  Clearly, there is profound disjuncture between these preferences, the work 
of VANOC and its partners, and the largely pro-Games behaviour(s) of residents during the Games.  This 
suggests that the population-health community (including CPHI/CIHI) must have a concrete, compelling 
conversation with Canadians about the ‘true’ determinants of health, the bases of societal inequities, the 
citizenry’s preferences as to how mega-events (or related public policy/programs) can address population-health 
issues, and their preferred future (willing investments) in non-medical determinants of health that are in resource 
competition with activities such as Olympics.  There is also an obvious need to explore innovative ways to create 
partnerships (e.g., PPP) with business that can work collaboratively together towards population health goals. 

 Our work is premised on the notion that mega events have the potential to contribute to and harm 
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communities.  We felt that related discussion(s) of economic/social benefits and evidence-based decision making 
and accountability should be explicitly and a priori tied to health/societal inequities.  We saw that the Games may 
be "salutogenic" (i.e., health enhancing) for citizens and environments.  We wanted to move beyond a do-no-harm 
approach to one that seeks to maximize positive social, economic and health benefits.  Equally, we hoped the 
Games would focus on leveling-up our social gradient by putting emphases on benefits for the poorest among us. 

 VANOC (and its partners) implemented the “spirit and intent” of the ICI only in so far as they did not 
directly or substantively interfere with what they saw as their ‘true’ mandate.  This view is captured in a quote 
from VANOC CEO, John Furlong, “we face different and sometimes conflicting expectations about our 
performance in each of these areas.  If I had to identify a single challenge that cuts across all of them, it would be 
building understanding both internally and externally of what is within our grasp to do, and what is beyond our 
reach.”  Olympic leaders chose and opted out of many of the Commitments.  They also chose to count (as 
implementation) activities that had already occurred and/or were not specific to the Inner City.  Many in the 
community felt that the label of 2010 Commitments meant that VANOC (and its partners) should be responsible 
for fulfilling all Commitments, and that they should do by allocating new funds, personnel and infrastructure.  
Clearly, this was not the case.  Instead, the ICI partners chose to ‘address’ the ICI under the auspices of ‘corporate 
social responsibility’.  The Commitments were relegated to the policy, program, resource and funding sidelines. 

 We believe that our work is a microcosm of similar, core and crucial challenges facing all of population 
health in Canada.  That is, how can population-health initiatives better engage the public and private sector?  How 
can we engender the same high level of enthusiasm, patriotism and social capital that was generated in Vancouver 
(and across Canada) during the Games to reduce health inequities?  A potential opportunity is to better engage the 
private sector and corporate entities like VANOC by linking health-related policies like the ICI to their 
management/operations and to use their language of corporate social responsibility.  We need to use education, 
policy and regulatory mechanisms to ensure that population-health goals and values are explicitly embedded into 
management, operations and evaluations of publicly-funded initiatives.  If people pay for the 2010 Games, one 
can reasonably argue that such initiatives should be maximizing the benefits and minimizing the harms to our 
most vulnerable citizens. 

 Our study shows that community groups see potential benefits of policies like the ICI.  It also shows a 
need to build community capacity to leverage opportunities such as the ICI/Olympics to spotlight and address 
important population-health issues.  NGOs are open to working with government and the business sector.  This 
suggests a role for NGOs to work with/leverage the private sector (and corporation-like entities) to improve 
population health. 

 In sum, the challenges associated with the implementation of the ICI can be seen at all stages of their 
development.  First, there are problems in their very nature/formulation.  Key factors in the formulation phase 
include: 1) positioning of the ICI as a multi-stakeholder initiative versus a stakeholder-specific initiative; 2) the 
‘conditioning’ of the ICI process through pre-established Olympic values, champions and objectives, and 
‘orchestrated’ consultation sessions, and 3) the make-up and weak degree of autonomy of ICI coordinating 
mechanisms.  The articulation phase also revealed several influencing factors and two issues that characterize this 
phase: 1) the lack of specificity of the ICI Commitments, and 2) the variable portrayal of the Commitments as a 
priority concern by VANOC, the Olympic Partners and the media. 

 Our study found concessions/trade-offs in the Commitments process.  The selection of Commitments that 
addressed broad health determinants yielded an ICI without capacity for implementation or measurement.  Their 
implied operational/bureaucratic autonomy led to a lack of direct responsibility for their implementation.  The 
creation of the Commitments (before VANOC) and the absence of any meaningful social marketing in support of 
the Commitments contributed to the perception that they were largely irrelevant to the central mandate of the 
Games’ organizers.  Finally, the implementation phase was characterized by vague Commitments that lacked key 
factors needed for success.  These same factors are needed to move forward on reducing health inequities in 
Canada.  They include: public support and political will; targeted resources; supportive legislation; policy and 
practice ‘champions’; a supportive philosophy; a cultural and policy framework; an organizational and 
governance infrastructure; trained staff/improved education; and remuneration of services/personnel.  Our work 
raises questions and potential lessons for using public events to improve population health in Canada. 
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1. Research Problem/Context 

"Athleticism has a major role to play in social reforms.  It is a powerful alternate to bad instincts, an antidote for 
alcoholism, and agent for physical and moral health in our time.  These are qualities that this generation needs.  
If it does not acquire them, it is certain to fail." de Coubertin to the IOC, 1919 
 

 The Impact on Communities Coalition (IOCC) engaged with the Vancouver Organizing Committee 

(VANOC) for 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.  The IOCC played a key role in Vancouver's Bid 

that secured the inclusion of concrete 'bid guarantees' and the creation of a policy titled Inner-City Inclusivity 

Statement (ICI).  VANOC and its government partners were faced with implementing this policy.  From our view, 

the ICI represents a broad, community-oriented policy instrument that relates to 'healthy communities'.  We saw it 

as the type of relatively diffuse policy instrument that is often used in the population-health area.  We sought to 

examine the decisions/actions and factors (individual, interpersonal, organizational and structural factors) that 

influenced these decisions and the nature/degree of implementation and impact(s) of the ICI. 

 Four premises guided our work.  Olympics are a mega-event that offers the potential to contribute to and 

harm the health of communities.  A population health perspective that includes neighbourhood engagement is key 

to research on local impacts of mega events.  Olympics decisions have direct connections to public health and 

quality-of-life, either in terms of risks created by failures of local policies, or in linkages between urban structures 

and the prevalence of health issues.  Third, mega-events promise a wide range of economic/social benefits, many 

of which have direct/indirect effects on the health and quality-of-life of citizens.  These events are occurring in a 

time of evidence-based decision-making and accountability.  The Games need an accessible means of conveying 

rigorous indicators to measure their impact.  Our final premise was that the Games may be "salutogenic" (i.e., 

health enhancing) for citizens and environments.  There is an opportunity to move beyond a do-no-harm approach 

to one that seeks to maximize the positive social, economic and health benefits of the Games. 

 Our objectives derived from relevant research/community literature, work-to-date, and priorities of the 

IOCC and key government/Olympic partners.  Vancouver was the first Olympics to have developed, during the 

Bid, a multi-party agreement that commits VANOC and its partners (federal, provincial, civic) to specific goals 

and legacies in the areas of social sustainability and inner-city inclusion (14 commitment areas, 37 commitments, 

3 inner-city neighbourhoods – Downtown Eastside, Downtown South, and Mount Pleasant).  VANOC and its 
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partners aimed to create an implementation framework that built on community consultations.  In 2006, they 

began to establish sectoral tables that were intended to include community members (i.e., IOCC) and agencies, 

businesses, and government representatives.  These tables were to identify indicators for evaluating the ICI.  We 

felt that this process offered us a unique opportunity for policy-implementation research.  However, soon after the 

first sectoral table report was released, the tables precipitously ended.  They were politically unpopular with 

VANOC and its government partners, who appeared to fear a loss of control over both the processes and 

outcomes of the planned sectoral tables.  For example, the first table (Housing) produced a report that was not 

opular with the Province. Many of its community recommendations were seen as problematic and impractical. 

2. Methodology 

 The methods that were used in this study included: 1) development of conceptual frameworks to guide 

data collection and analysis; 2) content analysis of documents from ICI partners that describe the implementation 

of the ICI (and joint interview with two VANOC staff); 3) seven focus groups with community organizations; 4) a 

series of three community polls of inner-city residents and workers; and 5) triangulation of the above data. 

2.1. Conceptual Framework for Policy Implementation 

 Sabatier’s Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) is a leading analytical framework in policy analysis 

(http://www.des.ucdavis.edu/faculty/Sabatier/Research.htm).  It covers the complete policy cycle, from 

development to eventual amendments.  The ACF rests on basic assumptions relative to the role of technical 

information; the notion of time for a understanding policy change; the policy subsystem in a given sector as the 

basic unit of analysis; the actors that make up the subsystem; and the belief system that refers to priorities and 

perceptions.  Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (see above link) suggest that each sector of a public policy carries its 

own coalition of networks.  These actors can be government officials, interest groups, journalists, public policy 

analysts and researchers.  They suggest a 3-tiered belief system – actors’ deep core values, policy core, in which 

values and beliefs are normatively translated into public policy, and secondary aspects, defined as instrumental 

decisions that apply to only a part of the subsystem (administrative regulations, budgetary allocations). 

Two graphical frameworks were developed for the study (see Appendix A), based on a review of the 

literature and the ACF.  The first framework gives an overview of the policy implementation process, including 

actors and outcomes.  This framework is useful for identifying key policy actors, and the types of outcomes that 
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can be anticipated, including the impact on citizens (who are generally not considered to be “key actors”).  This 

framework suggests the people from whom we will collect data.  The second framework provides more detail on 

the implementation process.  It is useful in the development of questions in data collection (e.g., focus groups). 

2.2. ICI Partners –Content Analysis of Documents and Interview 

ICI partners were signatories to the ICI policy, and therefore have responsibility for acting on it.  Due to 

the highly political nature of the ICI, attempts at arranging interviews with ICI partners were challenging.  

Information on those who were involved in implementing the ICI was not available (e.g., no ICI directory).  After 

contacting 26 individuals from VANOC/government partners, and following up with each person via 3 phone 

calls and/or e-mails, only one interview was secured with VANOC (see Table 1, page 33); this reflects only 1 of 4 

partners.  Interview questions are in Appendix C.  The study also analyzed the content of public documents 

published by the ICI Partners that explicitly stated how the ICI objectives were being met.  These documents were 

the Sustainability Reports from VANOC, and the Partners’ Inventory of Inner City Inclusive Commitments. 

2.3. Focus Groups with Community Organizations 

 Community organizations are not signatories to the ICI, but they could hold the ICI partners accountable 

for implementing the policy (and aid the ICI partners in implementation).  A total of 33 participants from 

community organizations (service providers, executives and board members, planners, policy-makers, 

researchers) took part in seven focus groups that reflected combined ICI topics: civil liberties; cultural activities; 

health and social services; housing; environment and transportation; business development and employment and 

training; and recreation and sport.  The focus group questions are in Appendix D. 

2.4. Community Polls of Inner-city Residents/Workers 

 The ICI was developed in the interests of the inner-city of Vancouver, which includes residents, workers, 

and business owners.  In an effort to randomly survey this diverse target population,i passersby at public locations 

in the inner-city were approached by trained pollsters during daylight hours and asked to complete the poll.  The 

inclusion criteria were 19+ years of age, and lived and/or worked in the specified inner-city neighbourhoods. 

 The purpose of the poll was to find out how the target population had been impacted by implementation 

of the ICI, and not to test the respondents’ knowledge of the ICI partners and their actions.  Therefore, only those 

ICI commitments to which residents/workers/business owners could answer were included in the poll (e.g., did 
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your business take advantage of opportunities offered by VANOC? rather than what types of opportunities did 

VANOC offer to businesses?).  The questions in the poll were developed based on emerging information on how 

the ICI partners were implementing the policy or, when information was lacking, were attempts at explicating the 

motherhood ICI statements.  As much as possible, questions were kept consistent across the three polls (October 

2008, July and August 2009, March 2010ii) for comparison purposes.  However, some questions needed to be 

revised or added as new information emerged from the ICI partners and as time progressed (i.e., data may not be 

available for all three years).  The three poll surveys are in Appendix E, F, and G. 

   The numbers of respondents for the three polls were 577 (in 2008), 714 (in 2009), and 460 (in 2010).  See 

Table 2 (page 33) for a comparison of demographic data across the three polls and data from the 2006 Census.  

There appears to be some minimal variation in the demographic data between the three polls.  Most of the study 

participants across the three polls (66% to 75%) chose to have the study donate $2 on their behalf to a selected 

non-profit organization in the inner-city (vs. being compensated for their time with a food item worth ~$2). 

2.5. Data Analysis 

 Quantitative data were analyzed in the software program SPSS® to generate frequencies and summary 

statistics.  Qualitative data were coded for emergent themes and based on the policy frameworks in Appendix A. 

3. Research Findings 

 Research findings are presented first for the ICI commitments (and the Games) in general and then by 

topic areas found in the ICI.  Findings from available data (ICI partners, focus groups, community poll) are then 

triangulated for the ICI objectives within that topic area.  Data from the ICI partners are summarized by the types 

of strategies that were used (rather than details or descriptions of specific policies or programs).  In many cases, 

the identified strategies were already in place but they had been modified or expanded (sometimes in 

collaboration with non-ICI partners) or happened to align with the goals of the ICI (coincidental rather than 

intended) rather than newly created in response to the ICI.  Please note that due to the large number of ICI 

objectives (37) and the breadth of the topic areas, some objectives have more extensive coverage than others. 

3.1. The 2010 Games and the ICI in General 

 At the time of the bid, the ICI partners developed the ICI to address social aspects of the Games. There 

was no previous Games-based model on which to draw.  In VANOC’s Sustainability Reports, the ICI was placed 
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under “social inclusion/responsibility,” which is 1 of 6 VANOC’s sustainability performance objectives.  The ICI 

was complementary to VANOC’s sustainability efforts, rather than a major driving factor of its operations.  

VANOC set aside close to half of the Commitments that it could not directly act on within its scope (to plan/stage 

the Games); the remainder were identified as requiring collaboration with the broad community and government. 

Interview with VANOC 

 Data from the interview confirmed that the ICI was relevant to, but not a driving factor of, VANOC’s 

operations.  The ICI was seen as being “moderately relevant” to interviewees’ work, in which the ICI was only 

part of their responsibilities.  With this limitation, the interviewees tried to focus on “the bits that we can actually 

do something [about].”  Because the goals of the ICI are general and open to interpretation, the interviewees 

reported that VANOC viewed the ICI as a document that engenders “spirit and intent” rather than a document to 

be literally translated.  The perceived role of the ICI is in ensuring that “good or appropriate” things continue to 

happen.  Interviewees noted that some ICI goals, not being unique to ICI, would have been acted on anyway.  The 

interviewees thought that the spirit and intent of the ICI could be incorporated into corporate social responsibility 

and sustainability programs (rather than as a separate approach).  Data from the interview suggested that the 

governmental ICI partners also viewed the ICI as spirit and intent rather than literal application.  The coordinating 

group between the four ICI partners, whose purpose is mainly coordination and information exchange (not a 

decision-making body), helps bring the ICI partners together on specific projects that already exist. 

 Interviewees said that VANOC had mainly implemented the ICI by providing economic opportunities 

(using this to advance social equity) and managing impacts related to transportation, security, and access to 

community services.  VANOC tracks its ICI-related work (workshops, conferences, recruitment, etc.) through its 

Sustainability Reports.  They plan to release a final report that will include discussion of impact management. 

 The interviewees suggested an impact of the Games and the ICI thus far – that they have catalyzed people 

to work together (e.g., between government departments, between government and industry), which may never 

have happened (as fast) otherwise.  The interviewees reported that people were pleased with the results of these 

collaborations, and that this has been one of the better parts of their jobs.  The Games have also increased 

attention on the inner-city and its needs.  The interviewees were hopeful that there would be lasting changes in 

how corporations operate so that social inclusion becomes part of people’s day-to-day operations. 
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Data from Focus Groups 

 Participants in the focus groups, who represented community organizations, identified several ways in 

which the Games and the ICI had affected their roles in their respective organizations.  First, the Games added 

new roles (e.g., involvement with international media, policy-related work, and new issues such as privacy and 

closed-circuit monitoring).  Second, the Games increased a focus on existing issues on which the participants 

were already working (e.g., housing).  Third, the Games introduced new challenges (e.g., making it harder to do 

political work as people become more sensitive, trying to figure out an appropriate role when organizational 

members hold diverse reactions to the Games, aggravating existing issues like lack of space and funding for the 

arts and homelessness, and developing methods for measuring social impacts).  Fourth, participants reported 

working/engaging with new partners (e.g., raising awareness of the negative impacts of the Games, ensuring 

information flow on the planning of the Games – transparency and accountability, showcasing arts and culture). 

 Participants also identified some impacts of the Games.  For example, the Games raised awareness (e.g., 

for amateur sports) and put the spotlight on important issues (although the Games should not be needed to do so).  

Participants also engaged in broader philosophical discussion about impacts, such as the opportunity costs of large 

investments in transportation infrastructure to support the Games (money used for this means less money for other 

projects, such as social programs), and thinking of impacts from a broader sustainability perspective with social 

impacts being the “real net benefit.”  Participants generally believed that the ICI was a positive step towards 

greater sustainability.  It is the first time that sustainability has been built into the Games, which in itself is 

important.  The ICI sets higher expectations for future Games with respect to social and environmental 

responsibility, and situates Vancouver to make useful recommendations to future communities.  Several 

participants suggested ways in which people can organize around the Games to raise awareness of potential 

negative impacts of the Games (e.g., making these into civic election issuesiii, developing a media strategy). 

Data from Community Polls 

 Knowledge about the ICI and what the ICI partners are doing to fulfill those promises equips the general 

public to hold governments (and their Olympic partners) accountable for the use of public funds towards the 2010 

Games.  The proportion of respondents who reported being aware of the ICI was: 57% in 2008; 34% in 2009; and 

42% in 2010.  Almost half as many respondents in 2010 (27%) as in 2009 (52%) thought that information had 
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been poorly provided by the ICI partners to the public about the planning and hosting of the 2010 Games. 

 These findings suggest that although the Games and the ICI appear to have catalyzed activities and led to 

some impacts (e.g., collaborations, etc.), they are not a driving factor behind these activities but rather a 

supportive factor that is in part the “spirit and intent” behind these activities. 

3.2. Accessible Games 

a) Develop barrier free venues for people with disabilities 

 VANOC reported that it ensured that all venues and facilities provided barrier-free access for people with 

disabilities.  Participants in the relevant focus group lauded VANOC’s actions.  Data from the 2010 poll showed 

that only 1 of the 19 respondents who had gone to a venue to watch a sport event and/or ceremony and identified 

themselves as a “person with disabilities” had reported major difficulties getting to the venue and seating.  Most 

respondents (n=13, 68%) reported no difficulties, while 5 respondents (26%) reported minor difficulties.  These 

findings suggest that this ICI commitment on barrier-free venues was generally well implemented. 

b) Ensure reasonable accessibility for people with disabilities 

 The ICI partners engaged in a variety of activities to ensure equitable and accessible economic and social 

opportunities for people with disabilities (accessibility is about more than adaptations to the built environment).  

For example, VANOC worked with non-profit organizations (e.g., 2010 Legacies Nowiv, AccessWORKS) on 

accessibility issues (e.g., employment and procurement opportunities for people with disabilities), developed a 

series of barrier-free guidelines for VANOC’s operations, and participated in disability awareness events and 

educational opportunities.  The government ICI partners have individually or collaboratively funded projects that 

improve how people with disabilities participate in and contribute to their communities, developed a marketing 

program that promotes BC as a premier travel destination for people with disabilities, adopted policies that 

increase accessibility for people with disabilities, upgraded existing facilities to meet or exceed accessibility 

standards, and provided educational courses for staff.  These activities suggest that reasonable efforts were made 

by the ICI partners to implement this ICI commitment to accessibility for people with disabilities. 

3.3. Affordable Games Events 

a) Make affordable tickets available for Vancouver’s low-income inner-city residents, including at risk 
youth and children 
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 VANOC implemented this ICI commitment by: 1) donating 50,000 tickets through community and social 

agencies to individuals and families who would not otherwise be able to attend the Games (some of which are 

low-income inner-city residents); 2) making 100,000 Olympic tickets available at $25; and 3) providing 

Paralympic tickets to school groups (some of which are inner-city schools) at nominal cost.  Data from the 2009 

and 2010 polls show that a similar proportion of respondents (31% and 34% respectively) were interested in 

attending a sport event or ceremony but felt they could not afford tickets.  In the 2010 poll, most of the 

respondents who went to see a sport event or ceremony and bought tickets had paid $100 or less  (lower-cost 

tickets) (25%) or $101-$500 (48%).  The rest (27%) spent over $500.  These findings suggest that VANOC made a 

reasonable attempt at implementing this ICI commitment for affordable Games events. 

3.4. Affordable Recreation and Community Sport 

 ICI partners held an advisory Sport & Recreation Table to guide planning/implementation of the 

commitments for affordable recreation/community sport.  In 2008, it suggested recommendations, out of which 

the partners identified priority actions and committed $300,000 to implement the priority actions over two years. 

a) Maximize inner-city residents’ access to the new and public upgraded facilities after the Winter Games 

 VANOC contributed $2.5 million to help redevelop/refurbish two public facilities in the City of 

Vancouver for use as practice rinks during the 2010 Games and for community use post-Games (neither facility is 

located in the inner-city).  The ICI partners are also developing an operating agreement to for inner-city residents 

to access boating facilities.  Finally, an outreach and marketing strategy will be used to link neighbourhoods to 

new parks and recreation facilities and programs post-Games.  Whether inner-city residents/workers will have 

access to and use these facilities post- Games can not be ascertained yet.  However, about 20% of respondents in 

both the 2009 and 2010 polls reported that they were likely to use at least one of these facilities in the future. 

b) Ensure inner-city community centres have equitable access to surplus sporting equipment 

 VANOC has been working with the Recreation and Sport Table to determine a post-Games allocation of 

surplus equipment to inner-city facilities and organizations.  Data from the relevant focus group showed that 

participants confirmed that the ICI partners consulted with the community on how to facilitate the nine 

recommendations of the Recreation and Sport Table, and added that a network of inner-city community 

organizations had received a contract from VANOC to handle the distribution of surplus equipment.  However, 
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focus group participants pointed out that a lot of the equipment is high-end and will probably go to sports 

organizations instead of inner-city kids; it remains to be seen whether this will occur.  The findings suggest that 

VANOC has made reasonable attempts to implement this ICI commitment to distribute surplus equipment. 

c) Maximize access by inner-city residents, at-risk youth and children to sport and recreational initiatives 
by building from the current sport delivery infrastructure 
 
 The priority actions identified by the Recreation & Sport Table included activities that build on the 

current sport delivery infrastructure: 1) Aboriginal outreach; 2) building a network/volunteers base; 3) providing 

information (e.g., opportunities available for inner-city children, how to access subsidies for local sport); and 4) 

partnering with 2010 Legacies Now to deliver activities that directly or indirectly affect Aboriginal inner-city 

residents (Greater Vancouver Urban Aboriginal Strategy).  Partnerships with the private sector led to creation of 

snowboarding programs for inner-city youth (e.g., Chill Program, Zero Ceiling).  The Province and VANOC 

(using executive speaker fees) support recreation and sport programs for inner-city children and youth. 

Data from Focus Groups 

 One of the impacts of the 2010 Games has been increased initial funding for amateur sports.  This is 

important as the Games provide a linkage to sports for many kids.  Core sports that are typically in championships 

are still taking place, as are opportunities for kids to participate in a variety of sports (no negative impact).  

Funding has come through 2010 Legacies Now rather than directly from the ICI partners. 

 It was recommended that the ICI partners build on existing infrastructures instead of creating new ones; 

this is what community organizations want.  The three levels of government should pool their resources in a 

coordinated approach to fund fewer larger programs instead of many small programs.  In this way, existing 

infrastructures can be enhanced by building on the skills and knowledge (capacity) that already exist within 

community organizations.  Preferably, government funding would be longer-term commitments (e.g., 3 years) 

instead of annually to give community organizations greater flexibility in longer-term planning.  Ideally, legacies 

would be built around programs rather than on facilities.  Another suggestion of a legacy for the 2010 Games is 

expanding collaborations to encourage the corporate sector to become part of sport participation.  The corporate 

sector could provide funding, volunteers, and coaching (especially in adults – not just kids). 

 These findings suggest that the ICI partners made reasonable attempts to implement this ICI commitment 
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to building on the current sport infrastructure, but more could be done after the 2010 Games. 

3.5. Business Development 

a) Develop opportunities for existing and emerging local inner-city businesses and artisans to promote their 
goods and services 
 
 The different levels of government have funded various economic revitalization projects that are 

particularly relevant to (but not under the auspices of) the ICI commitments on business development, including 

support for business development, employment training, and loans programs.  Specific to the 2010 Games, the 

provincial government’s 2010 Business Network is an online database that assists companies to develop new 

skills and business relationships that will lead to increased trade and investment prior to and after 2010. 

Data from Community Polls 

 A similar share of respondents across the 3 polls reported having a business in the inner-city (14% in 

2008 and 11% in 2009 and 2010).  Most were small, i.e., employed 0-19 employees (91% in 2009 and 96% in 

2010).  Few owners (5% to 8%) across all 3 polls reported having created their business as a result of the Games 

coming to Vancouver.  About 60% of business owners across all three polls reported that they had not heard of 

Games-related business opportunities offered by VANOC.  On the other hand, some business owners reported 

having attempted to take advantage of these opportunities (23% in 2008 but only 8% in 2009 and 6% in 2010). 

 These findings suggest that the ICI partners had attempted to implement this ICI commitment to offer 

business opportunities, but there appeared to be some lack of awareness of these opportunities. 

b) Develop potential procurement opportunities for businesses that employ local residents 

 VANOC identified opportunities to procure from inner-city businesses, and developed a program to 

ensure that environmental, social, ethical and Aboriginal participation considerations were taken into account 

when making purchasing decisions.  The City of Vancouver’s Sewing a Legacy initiative will convert its Olympic 

banners, flags and wraps into marketable products such as clothing and carry bags.  This initiative will employ 

local residents and dedicate the proceeds to inner-city projects. 

Interview with VANOC 

 VANOC does its purchasing through the social purchasing directory of BOB (Building Opportunities 

with Business).v  Businesses are only included if their practices are socially responsible and they show 
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commitment to revitalization of the Downtown Eastside and surrounding inner-city neighbourhoods by hiring 

locally, buying locally, and contributing to the health/success of the community.  VANOC works with corporate 

partners in teaching them about social procurement.  Interviewees suggested that a resulting legacy of the Games 

might be a new economic model that is more inclusive of inner-city residents and existing businesses and social 

enterprises.  Such a model is based on working together on a project to “achieve something bigger than them all 

working independently.”  They believed that sustainable practice in business reflects the ICI, and wondered 

whether VANOC would have spent as much time on such practices if the ICI had not existed. 

Data from Focus Groups 

 Respondents suggested various ways in which the ICI partners could be implement this commitment to 

local procurement – using the not-for-profit skill sector (vs. for-profit consultation), looking for more community-

based suppliers, and applying social sustainability as a standard against which contract bidders are selected. 

 These findings suggest that while the ICI partners made reasonable attempts to procure in a more 

socially responsible manner, social responsibility can be extended by tapping into the not-for-profit skill sector. 

3.6. Civil Liberties and Public Safety 

 The Vancouver 2010 Integrated Security Unit (V2010ISU) was established in 2003, and includes the 

Vancouver Police Department (VPD) and the Department of National Defence.  The role of the V2010ISU is to 

provide for security and public safety in and around venues, celebration sites, and other Games-related sites. 

a) Provide for lawful, democratic protest that is protected by the Canadian Charter of Rights & Freedoms 
 
 One of the guidelines developed by the V2010ISU was that it will uphold the rights of individuals 

guaranteed under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and balance these against the need to ensure the 

safety and security of Canadians and visitors.  There will be designated protest zones (“Safe Assembly Area”) for 

lawful demonstration, and “in keeping with the provisions of the Criminal Code of Canada, demonstrators will 

not be permitted to interfere with other people’s ability to enjoy the Games.” 

Data from Community Polls 

 A similar proportion of respondents (9%-12%) across the three polls reported that they had been involved 

in a protest related to the Games (during the Games, one-half of protestors were at a “Safe Assembly Area” 

outside an Olympic venue).  A fair proportion of those who protested (54% in 2008 and 43% in 2009) reported 
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that the police had tried to prevent the protest from happening.  For the 2010 poll (when more information was 

available), two aspects of “lawful, democratic protest” were distinguished.  Of those who protested during the 

Games (2010 poll only), 16% reported that the police had grabbed protest signs that were not being used as a 

weapon or to block someone’s view, and 35% reported that the police had restricted protestors who were not 

breaking the law or endangering public safety through violent or criminal acts. 

 These findings suggest that although the ICI partners made efforts to implement this ICI commitment to 

lawful, democratic protest, some members of the general public felt that this commitment was not upheld. 

b) Ensure all inner-city residents' continued access to public spaces before, during and after Games and 
provide adequate notice of any restrictions of the use of public space/facilities and prominently display 
alternate routes and facilities 
 
 A small share of respondents to the 2009 poll (7%-19%) normally used the 2 upgraded facilities (located 

outside of the inner-city) before the Games.  Of those who used the facilities, over 50% reported limits to their 

access (53- 54%) and that they did not see any notices of restrictions on use (59-64%).  This suggests that this ICI 

commitment to ensure continued access to public facilities was not well implemented from the users’ perspective. 

c) Maintain the current level of public safety and security in inner-city neighbourhoods during the Games 
 
 One of the operating guidelines developed by the RCMP and VPD was that deployment of their members 

on Games-related activities will not compromise the safety and security of communities regularly policed by 

them.  The community polls gauged the public’s perception of safety and security by asking respondents to rate 

their level of satisfaction with their personal safety from crime.  Although more respondents reported some degree 

of satisfaction (55% in 2008, 51% in 2009, and 73% in 2010) than of dissatisfaction (36% in 2008, 25% in 2009 

poll, and 11% in 2010), the discrepancy was larger in 2010 (Games-time).  The rest of the respondents reported 

neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction (9% in 2008, 24% in 2009, and 16% in 2010).  Respondents were also 

asked whether their level of satisfaction with personal safety from crime had changed since 2003 (when 

Vancouver won the bid to host the 2010 Games).  Most respondents reported no change (73% in 2008, 68% in 

2009, and 59% in 2010).  For the 2010 poll, more respondents reported being more satisfied with personal safety 

(29%) than less satisfied (11%).  This was the reverse of what was observed for the previous two polls, in which 

more people reported being less satisfied with personal safety (21% in 2008, and 23% in 2009) than being more 

satisfied (6% in 2008, and 9% in 2009).  These findings suggest that, from the public’s perspective, this ICI 
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commitment to maintain public safety and security was upheld. 

d) Commit to a timely public consultation that is accessible to inner-city neighbourhoods, before any 
security legislation or regulations are finalized, subject to lawful/legitimate confidentiality requirements 
 
 The V2010ISU created an advisory Civil Liberties Advisory Committee that includes members with 

backgrounds in law enforcement, law, and academia.  It gives advice on civil liberties issues and reviews the 

V2010ISU’s response to the Committee’s queries.  The V2010ISU hosted Game Plan sessions in 2008 & 2009.  

This was an information series on expected venue operations and security/ public safety that was held in 

neighbourhoods where venues were located.  Attendees of the sessions were given an opportunity to ask 

questions, provide feedback, and interact with experts.  Data from across our 3 polls showed that a small share of 

respondents (2%) reported having provided input to the Partners, e.g., via email, during Game Plan 2008 sessions, 

etc.  These findings suggest that this ICI commitment to timely public consultation was upheld to some degree. 

e) Ensure RCMP is the lead agency for security 

 This ICI commitment was implemented. 

f) Reflect the aesthetic design standards of Vancouver in all security related measures 

 No data were available for this ICI commitment. 

3.7. Cultural Activities 

a) Showcase the diverse cultural, multicultural and aboriginal activities of inner-city residents 

 The types of actions identified in the Inventory Report as showcasing culture and diversity included: 1) 

organization of the Cultural Olympiads; 2) registration of arts, entertainment and recreation businesses in the 

2010 Commerce Centre, which helps inform, educate and connect businesses to the 2010 Games opportunities; 3) 

creation of an advisory creative industries team; 4) development of two sites as places for public gathering for 

activities that included free live entertainment and cultural activities; 5) creation of a strategic investment 

partnership to assist arts and cultural organizations in the creation and development of artistic works; 6) allocation 

of $600,000 in the City’s Olympic and Paralympic Legacy Fund for a series of community celebrations; and 7) 

collaboration (of VANOC) with Downtown Eastside organizations to create a showcase for community-based 

digital works titled the Cultural Olympiad digital edition (CODE).  Data from across the three polls showed that 

less than one-fifth of respondents had been interested in showcasing their artwork or performing at an Olympic 
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venue or event (19% in 2008, 16% in 2009, and 13% in 2010).  Most of those who were interested in showcasing 

artwork or performing had not heard of opportunities with VANOC to do so (63% to 75%), while 16% reported 

that they had been showcased as part of the Olympic celebrations.  In terms of being a spectator (rather than to 

showcase), more respondents went to arts and cultural celebrations in 2010 (36%) than in 2008 or 2009 (less than 

5%).  These findings suggest that this ICI commitment to showcasing arts and culture was implemented to a 

degree (although a lack of available data precludes conclusions about the diversity of the celebrations). 

3.8. Employment and Training 

a) Create training and a continuum of short and long-term employment opportunities for inner-city 
residents to encourage a net increase in employment 
 
 The ICI partners used a variety of strategies to fulfill this commitment.  VANOC started training (e.g., 

customer service training, carpentry skills and job experience by producing items needed at Games venues such as 

podiums, ramps and racks) and a recruitment strategy to work with training/employment agencies to prepare 

inner-city residents for employment with the Games and its sponsors.  The City signed the Southeast False Creek 

Olympic Village Community Benefit Agreement, which offers pre-employment and construction skills training 

and jobs.  The various levels of government also support initiatives that create and support employment, e.g., pre- 

and post-employment support, income assistance, developing an employment plan, etc. 

Data from Focus Groups 

 Several participants reported that VANOC had interacted with community groups about employment and 

training, and that some discussions had actually been initiated by VANOC.  On the other hand, one participant 

commented that the ICI partners’ approach to training and employment has not been coordinated, which has led to 

the lack of a labour “accord” that would ensure a standard level of fair wage and to the lack of action on 

occupational health and workplace safety.  One of the challenges to training and employing inner-city residents in 

construction is that those who are unemployed/on welfare may have medical or drug related issues as well.  

Another challenge is that the possibilities and opportunities with the ICI partners seemed to decrease over time 

due to “bureaucracy” (e.g., much time lapses before there is any significant action, if at all). 

 Participants stated that they saw the Games as a chance for leveraging.  They recognized a boom in jobs 

in the construction industry. Attribution of this impact being due significantly to the Games is cautioned against, 
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as there are larger economic forces at play (i.e., there would have been a boon even without the 2010 Games). 

Data from Community Polls 

 Across all 3 polls, a small number (7% to 12%) reported having held an Olympics-related job since 2003.  

The types of jobs varied, e.g., construction, hospitality, etc.  Most jobs were short-term – less than one year (45% 

in 2008, 66% in 2009, and 56% in 2010) or one to two years (31% in 2008, 18% in 2009, and 20% in 2010).  

Across all three polls, a small share of respondents (<5%) reported having received job training that was related to 

the Olympics.  Some skills that were reported to have been gained were job safety or first aid, trades, security, etc. 

 These findings suggest that the ICI partners made reasonable attempts to implement this ICI commitment 

to create job opportunities, and that some inner-city residents were able to take advantage of these opportunities. 

b) Provide reasonable wages and decent working conditions for any local worker producing Games related 
goods and services before and during the Winter Games 
 
 VANOC complies with provincial and federal laws and regulations to honour basic human rights.  

VANOC also expects its suppliers and licensees (through a licensing code of conduct) to provide safe and healthy 

workplaces and respect basic human and labour rights, and addresses these concerns through supply chain audits 

and ongoing supplier reports.  These findings suggest that VANOC made reasonable attempts at implementing this 

ICI commitment to reasonable wages and decent working conditions. 

3.9. Environment 

a) Ensure environmental “best practices” in inner-city neighbourhoods 

 The City of Vancouver reported that it already employs environmental best practices in its regular 

activities (e.g., decision to develop no new road capacity to access the inner-city).  VANOC also employed 

environmental best practices in its Games operations.  Games-specific practices included: 1) meeting targets for a 

minimum rating of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold for the Olympic Village and 

community centres; 2) development of the area around the Olympic Village to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

(e.g., district heating system that will be supplied from a renewable source); 3) funding for an inner-city school 

project to encourage and teach children to walk to school safely (funded by the City of Vancouver’s Olympic and 

Paralympic Legacy Fund); 4) water conservation technologies and education of workforce and spectators; 5) a no-

idling policy for all Games vehicles; 6) maximizing recycling and minimizing waste; 7) minimizing noise and 
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light pollution at venues and facilities; and 8) planning for decommissioning and site remediation of venues/sites. 

Data from Focus Groups 

 Participants felt that one of the positive effects of the 2010 Games has been the profiling of greenhouse 

gases and going carbon neutral, which has raised awareness of sustainability. 

Data from Community Polls 

 Although the general public may not be informed of the ICI partners’ environmental “best practices,” the 

poll asked about how awareness of environmental concerns had changed, and whether this was a result of the 

Games.  Responses across the three polls were similar in the proportion of respondents (38% to 43%) who 

reported no change in awareness, those who reported increased awareness that was not a result of the Games 

(41% to 44%), and those who reported increased awareness as a result (in part) of the Games (15% to 20%). 

 These findings suggest that the partners made reasonable attempts to fulfill this commitment to 

environmental best practices, and that the Games indirectly increased some respondents’ awareness of 

environmental concerns. 

3.10. Financial Guarantees 

a) Provide adequate funds to maintain and operate the new or upgraded public recreational facilities after 
the Games to maximize the number of facilities available to inner-city residents 
 
b) Provide adequate programming funds for the new or upgraded public recreational facilities to 
encourage maintenance or increase in recreation programs 
 
 Public facilities that were upgraded for the Games already have operating budgets in place that reflect 

community needs.  In addition, the City of Vancouver is developing maintenance and program budgets for the 

area surrounding the Olympic Village (Southeast False Creek).  These findings suggest that the ICI partners made 

reasonable efforts to implement this ICI commitment to maintaining and operating the recreational facilities. 

c) Provide disclosure of all financial aspects of the Games, including expenditures and revenues, in the 
bidding and organizing phase of the Games 
 
 All the ICI partners have made information accessible to the public on Games-related expenditures and 

revenues, via quarterly financial statements (VANOC), audited annual reports (VANOC), reports that examine 

financial aspects of the Games (Governments of BC and Canada), reviews of VANOC’s planning and budgeting 

for venue construction (BC Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games Secretariat), and annual financial reports (BC 
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Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games Secretariat).  These findings suggest that the ICI partners made 

reasonable efforts to implement this ICI commitment to disclose Games-related budgets. 

d) Commit to a comprehensive annual financial audit 

 This has been implemented. 

3.11. Health and Social Services 

a) Maintain delivery of health and social services to inner-city residents during the Winter Games 

b) Showcase a commitment to public health issues, including a comprehensive alcohol and drug strategy 

 The ICI partners identified the following issues to be addressed to “maintain public health and safety 

during the Games”: prevention and control of infectious diseases; food safety and environmental health; and 

disaster planning and response coordination.  Delivery of health and social services to inner-city residents during 

the Games will be maintained by: 1) operating hospitals in the anticipation of more patients; 2) monitoring the 

inner-city for adverse health effects from illicit drugs; 3) strengthening/enhancing existing capacity for disease 

surveillance; 4) monitoring conditions such as air quality, water, and food; 5) implementing a cleanliness program 

for the Downtown Eastside in the inner-city (e.g., flushing and sweeping of lanes, etc.); and 6) installation of new 

public toilets.  With respect to a comprehensive alcohol and drug strategy, the government ICI partners will 

continue their existing action (e.g., improving mental health and addictions services, Aboriginal outreach, etc.). 

Data from Focus Groups 

 Delivery of health/social services was affected by the Games in various ways.  For example, it was 

impossible for services that provide food aid to accept deliveries during the Olympic-designated times of between 

12 am - 6 a.m., especially when the stores or bakeries that provide the food (e.g., day old bread) are not open 

during those hours.  A wasteful consequence is that some foods will be thrown away because they cannot be 

delivered.  Without deliveries, food aid cannot be provided for people in need.  People felt that provision of 

emergency services to the Games takes away from emergency service provision in the Downtown Eastside. 

Data from Community Polls 

 Nineteen percent of respondents (2010 poll only) reported that they had booked an appointment during 

the Games.  Of those whose service provider cancelled/re-scheduled the appointment (18%), about one-half 

reported that the service provider told them that it was due to the 2010 Games. 
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 These findings suggest that despite the ICI partners’ efforts to implement this ICI commitment to maintain 

service delivery, some community organizations and residents/workers were negatively affected. 

3.12. Housing 

 The ICI partners formed an advisory Housing Table (2006), which had broad membership including 

private and non-profit housing sectors.  One of the outcomes of the Housing Table was a report (March 2007) 

with 25 recommendations related to the five housing-related ICI commitments.  Following this, the ICI partners 

developed a Joint Partner Response that detailed the partners’ initiatives that were underway or in process that 

supported the ICI housing-related commitments.  A summary of the types of initiatives are presented below for 

each housing-related commitment.  Participants in the housing focus group who were part of the Housing Table 

felt that a positive result of the Table was that it brought people together (“it was people that I perhaps would 

never get to meet”).  One of these respondents suggested that the Housing Table could be reconvened. 

a) Protect rental housing stock 

 The following types of strategies to protect rental housing stock were in the Partner Inventory: 1) 

acquisition of housing units to become supportive housing; 2) funding for housing/homelessness programs; 3) 

funding to bring housing units to a minimum level of health/safety; 4) expansion of housing zones for purpose-

built rental stock; 5) development of an affordable housing strategy; 6) VANOC’s commitment to not book any 

SROs (single room occupancy) or other low-income housing units; 7) funding for a training program for SRO 

managers to help them better meet the needs of tenants; and 8) funding for a pilot project to renovate rooming 

houses into affordable housing.  Data from the relevant focus group showed that participants believed that the 

acquisition of SROs by government was a beneficial legacy (although it is not a complete housing solution) that 

was sped up by the Games.  These findings suggest that the ICI partners made reasonable efforts to implement 

this ICI commitment to protect rental housing stock, although this is not a complete solution to homelessness. 

b) Provide as many alternative forms of temporary accommodation for Winter Games visitors and workers 

 VANOC allocated $500,000 towards providing temporary Games accommodations.  At the time of the 

Inventory Report, the City of Vancouver was considering whether regulatory charges would be necessary for 

spectator accommodation programs that link homeowners wanting to rent their homes during the Games through 

preferred suppliers (property management companies).  Data from the 2008 and 2009 polls showed that 44% of 
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respondents reported that they knew someone who was interested in renting out their home to Games visitors and 

workers.  However, in the 2010 poll, a smaller proportion of respondents (29%) reported that they knew someone 

who had done so.  These findings suggest that the ICI partners made some (but limited) efforts to implement this 

ICI commitment to provide alternative forms of temporary accommodation. 

c) Ensure people are not made homeless as a result of the Winter Games 

d) Ensure residents are not involuntarily displaced, evicted or face unreasonable increases in rent due to 
the Winter Games 
 
 The ICI partners identified various strategies that supported these two related ICI commitments: 1) 

acquisition of SRO units; 2) increase in service hours for residential tenancy matters; 3) outreach and 

communications about the rights and responsibilities of landlords and tenants; 4) expansion of a program to help 

homeless people access income assistance, other services and housing; 5) creation of special outreach/action 

teams to address homelessness; 6) increasing income thresholds of rental assistance programs; and 7) funding for 

demonstration projects for interventions.  VANOC also ensured that no private suppliers of SROs were on any 

Games-related accommodation list (for VANOC, sponsors, government partners, IOC). 

Data from Focus Groups 

 One person noted that the cost of housing has been high in North America (although it may be 

“exacerbated” in Vancouver).  Another thought that an unwanted outcome of the Olympics may be that property 

values go up so high that ordinary workers can’t afford to live here.  On the other hand, one person cautioned 

against placing too much attribution to the Olympics, i.e., it is the general economy (here and elsewhere). 

Data from Community Polls 

 A large share of the respondents across all three polls (68% to 71%) did not own housing, i.e., they rented 

or they neither rented nor owned.  Of those who did not own housing (2010 data only) and faced an unreasonable 

increase in rent since 2003, 17% reported that they had learned that their landlord increased the rent to gain from 

the Games.  Of those who did not own housing (2010 data only) and had been evicted from housing since 2003, 

13% reported that they had learned that the eviction was for building renovations in preparation for the Games. 

 These findings suggest that the partners made an effort to implement this commitment (supports not 

regulations), but some people were displaced and/or faced unreasonable increases in rent that were an indirect 
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result of the 2010 Games. 

e) Provide an affordable housing legacy and start planning now 

 The ICI partners identified three strategies that supported this ICI commitment: 1) construction of non-

market housing (e.g., VANOC contributed towards the construction of the Olympic and Paralympic Villages in 

Vancouver ($30 million) and in Whistler ($31 million)); 2) development of supportive housing; and 3) allocation 

of funding for three housing trusts to address immediate pressures for affordable housing. 

Data from Focus Groups 

 A side effect of getting the homeless off the streets (e.g., some housing is limited to those who are 

addicted or have mental health issues) is that there has been less housing for those in the middle and low income 

brackets.  Participants suggested solutions such as: 1) make a variety of housing choices available for people 

because there are a variety of income levels; 2) reduce the size of market housing to close the spread between 

social housing and market housing (not much in between); 3) the government could create policies that narrow the 

gap between what people can afford and what housing costs; 4) use of mobile trailers or modular construction 

homes as a temporary solution for workers’ housing during the Games and for the homeless after the Games. 

 These findings suggest that although the ICI partners made some efforts to implement this ICI 

commitment to provide an affordable housing legacy, focus group participants felt that more could be done for 

those in the middle and low income brackets. 

3.13. Input to Decision-making 

a) Provide inclusive representation on the Bid Corporation's and Organizing Committee’s Board 
structures and all relevant Bid Corporation and Organizing Committee's work groups 
 
 The interviewees from VANOC reported that in addition to sport and government members on VANOC’s 

Board of Directors (20), one member represents a joint appointment by the Lil’wat and Squamish First Nations 

and one member is nominated by the other 19 members.  VANOC also has a board advisory committee on 

sustainability performance whose membership includes a social enterprise in the inner-city, mental health, and 

people with disabilities.  These findings suggest that VANOC implemented this ICI commitment to some degree; 

however, one First Nations representative out of 20 members on the Board of Directors is a limited 

implementation of “inclusive representation.” 
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b) Ensure inner-city inclusive work continues to operate under VANOC and its Member Partners 
 
 The ICI Coordination Team, composed of representatives from each of the four ICI partners, met 

regularly to collaborate on implementation of the ICI.  The City of Vancouver has also set aside $25,000 in its 

Olympic and Paralympic Legacy Fund for monitoring and documenting the ICI partners’ work on fulfilling the 

ICI commitments.  These findings suggest that the ICI partners made reasonable attempts to implement this ICI 

commitment to continuing inner-city inclusive work. 

c) Work with and be accessible to an independent watchdog group that includes inner-city residents 

 The interviewees from VANOC reported that VANOC has had interactions with several watchdog 

groups, more so with those that are not anti-Games.  Given that the Games are happening and that the interest is 

on ensuring benefits and minimizing impacts, discussions with anti-Games groups are less likely to lead to 

identification of common goals and collaboration.  These findings suggest that, to some degree, VANOC made 

attempts to implement this ICI commitment to working with an independent watchdog. 

d) Develop full and accountable public consultation processes that include inner-city residents 

 VANOC reported that it had, as early as 2006, initiated (with its government partners) community 

consultations through group community input and community advisory groups (e.g., sectoral tables).  For some 

ICI commitment areas (accessibility, culture, business development, employment and training), the ICI partners 

relied on pre-existing or ongoing consultation processes that were applicable to the ICI but were not under its 

auspices.  The interviewees from VANOC reported that VANOC consults extensively with private, public and 

not-for-profit organizations on various projects.  VANOC chose not to have a single ICI advisory board because a 

single group could not address all the ICI goals and because “community” in the inner-city is not homogenous.  

These findings suggest that, to some degree, the ICI partners implemented this ICI commitment to public 

consultation; however, it remains unclear how accountable these processes were. 

e) Document opportunities and impacts experienced in inner-city neighbourhoods in a comprehensive post-
Games evaluation with full participation by inner-city residents 
 
 No data are available yet. 

3.14. Neighbourliness 

a) Stage events that respect adjacent neighbours 
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 Neighbourhoods were respected in three ways: 1) ensuring that the look of the Games was not offensive 

to neighbourhoods; 2) committing to removing any temporary installations or equipment that were required at 

facilities; and 3) providing information at Game Plan sessions in neighbourhoods (where residents could also ask 

questions and voice concerns).  These findings suggest that the ICI partners made reasonable attempts to 

implement this ICI commitment to respect neighbours. 

3.15. Transportation 

a) Ensure all Vancouver Games events and venues can be reached by public transit at an affordable cost 

 The partners used 2 strategies to do this commitment: 1) no spectator parking at venues; and 2) including 

costs of public transportation in ticket prices.  Our 2010 poll showed that most of the respondents who went to a 

sport event/ceremony reported that they took public transit to get to/from the venues (75%), generally did not face 

any difficulties in doing so.  These findings suggest that this ICI commitment was generally well implemented. 

b) Minimize any potential adverse transportation impacts on inner-city residents 

 The ICI partners aimed to consult with/inform businesses and residents about transportation impacts in 

order to implement this commitment (e.g., Game Plan sessions, meetings, community outreach).  The City’s 

existing transportation projects were anticipated to ease transportation during and after the Games. 

Data from Community Polls 

 Prior to the event, a significant share of respondents reported that they had been negatively affected by 

Olympics-related construction (venues and facilities) – 69% in 2008 and 46% in 2009.  During the event (2010 

poll), 48% reported that it took longer than usual to get to their destinations, with most of the delays being 20 

minutes or less (69%).  A large share of respondents (84%) reported that they were aware of Olympics-related 

traffic restrictions along their regular routes of travel before they happened.  One-half of the respondents reported 

that they used alternative routes or methods to get to their destinations, with over one-half of these respondents 

(52%) reporting that they used more sustainable modes of transportation, e.g., taking transit instead of driving. 

 These finding suggest that the ICI partners made reasonable attempts to inform the public about 

Olympics-related traffic restrictions; nevertheless, a significant proportion of the public was negatively affected.  

On the other hand, some respondents used more sustainable modes of transportation during the Games. 
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4. Implications for Future Research on Population Health in Canada 

 This section begins with some limitations and strengths of this study.  Limitations include: 1) re: data 

from ICI partners, only one interview was secured and the content analysis of ICI partners’ publications was 

limited to a list of activities rather than process/context factors such as how roles changed with the Games/ICI 

commitments, implementation challenges and how they were resolved, etc.; 2) the focus groups used convenience 

sampling; 3) the community polls lacked a comparable population (census) data; 4) the community polling 

method may have missed those who work night shifts.  On the other hand the polling method is less likely to 

exclude: 1) homeless individuals; and 2) young adults who do not have a cell phone in lieu of a landline. 

 Policy makers and service providers appreciate that our health is linked to determinants of health beyond 

the health system.  Yet, many struggle to address the full health determinants.  The health of Canadian cities and 

their citizens is of paramount interest to policy makers and decision leaders and is reflected in current interest in 

health and social impact assessments as they relate to "healthy cities" (and the events therein).  Little systematic 

research exists on the role of large events and their impact(s) on health and quality-of-life.  An adequate 

assessment of impacts associated with events such as Olympics has yet to be done.  Principal faults with most 

studies are the lack of good prospective or retrospective analyses, potential biases of evaluators, and results that 

are insufficient in providing a clear picture of impacts.  Most projects that purport to assess the impact of large 

events have been vague, philosophical predictive essays as opposed to concrete analyses.  Overall, the research on 

such events lacks information on impacts on health, determinants of health or quality-of-life.  There is a need for 

policy research that connects the health sector with other sectors of government and society.  It is logical to 

postulate that mega events have poorly understood, but important, impacts on the determinants of health.  Such 

events may have their strongest/most negative impact on the least healthy/disadvantaged groups. 

 Our purpose was to do research on the ICI as a policy instrument.  We used a PH approach by focussing 

on the impact of a population-level intervention that is related to reducing inequalities.  Our prior CPHI project 

reviewed more than 100 healthy cities projects.  The present work clearly builds on our prior work in several 

ways.  First, it focused on the notion of ‘healthy’ Olympic communities and in particular, it focused on those that 

dealt with social inclusion and marginalized groups.  Our results affirm continuing research challenges in 

operationalizing/measuring the impact(s) of this form of public policy intervention.  By focussing on the 'case' of 
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the 2010 Games and ICI, our work yielded new information.  We created a small but important innovation by 

giving people an option of having our study donate on their behalf to an NGO.  Our exploratory use of Sabatier’s 

Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) highlighted several researchable policy-relevant issues (see below).  We 

found that public (mega) events (e.g. 2010 Olympics) have the potential to contribute to and harm the health of 

communities.  There is little systematic research on the role of society-wide events and their impact(s) on health 

and quality-of-life. Such events make claims of evidence-based decision making and accountability but it is 

difficult to make attributional claims of benefit or harm.  Participatory research with researchers, community 

coalitions, government, media, the public and private sector may be a crucial aspect of advancing PH.  

5. Policy 

 The following section states a series of potential policy implications arising from our work.  We describe 

our interactions with policy actors, and identify decision-makers and audiences for our research results.  With 

great apologies to Charles Dickens, the spirit and letter of the 2010 Games and their policy/practice relevance can 

be captured by paraphrasing the famous opening lines of his epoch novel, ‘A Tale of Two Cities’. “Vancouver 

2010 - it was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness.”  

 Our use of Sabatier’s ACF, work with the IOCC and data collection highlighted policy-related issues.  

We found that governments and the private sector may commit to inclusive representation of communities but 

they are likely to implement commitments in a controlled manner.  It is a challenge for communities to have 

direct input to decision making.  We found that commitments may raise awareness of PH issues and impacts of 

events (Olympics), but awareness is a necessary, but non-sufficient, condition for improvements in PH.  Our 

study shows that NGOs see benefits in using public events to improve heath/quality-of-life.  It also shows a need 

to build community capacity to leverage such opportunities.  The inevitable compromises must not lead to a lack 

of capacity for implementation/measurement.  While there is an opportunity to harness large events to improve 

PH, these events should be tied to social marketing/media advocacy for reducing inequities.  PH must avoid 

vague, public commitments that lack clear champions, measurable objectives and sufficient resources for 

implementation and evaluation.  Lastly, we found that community polls/Report Cards (see Table 3, page 33) 

identified PH issues as preferred outcomes of the Games.  In contrast, we found a disjuncture between these 

preferences, the work of VANOC and its partners, and largely pro-Games behaviour(s) of residents during the 
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Games.  Our work suggests that the PH community must have a conversation with Canadians about the 

determinants of health inequities in relation to their preferred future (willing investments) for reducing inequities. 

6. Dissemination/Knowledge Exchange 

 We provide a summary of our knowledge exchange/dissemination activities done to date, and our plan for 

future dissemination of our results.  A key aspect of our work was our membership in the Impact on Communities 

Coalition (IOCC).  We were able to join and support three major Report Cards, several community forums, and 

extensive media coverage of community concerns/interests.  These activities are described in the attached files. 

 Our research will be of interest to policy makers who work on PH and/or large public events that may 

have impacts on health/quality of life.  The foundation of our community communication strategy is our Project 

Advisory Committee.  Our PAC will distribute research results through fora, newspapers and websites.  The 

channel/format of each report or presentation will be matched with the audience.  We will co-create and distribute 

lay-friendly community/brief reports and post them on our website.  We also plan to host a public seminar on the 

role of public events as a vehicle for improving PH.  The foundation of our academic communication strategy will 

our website, academic conferences such as IUHPE 2010 in Geneva and CPHA in June 2010, publication of results 

in professional newsletters and academic journals, and policy rounds in ministries and health authorities.  Through 

the flexibility/support of CPHI and CPHA, we will publish a set of peer-reviewed Canadian/international papers 

on Population-Health Interventions in a special supplement of CJPH.  Our Centre will work with CPHI and other 

key Canadian players (PHIRNET – our new CIHR research-training program, SPHERU, PHAC, CIHR, 

NCCDH).  This will expose our work to Canadian/international audiences.  We plan to have papers from new 

investigators, fellows and students.  Our strategy will yield a high-quality product with high academic and 

policy/practice impact(s).  It will stimulate discourse and identify better practices for improving health of 

Canadians.  In sum, the challenges linked with the implementation of the ICI Commitments can be seen in their 

formulation, articulation and attempted implementation.  These needs must also be addressed to move forward on 

reducing health inequities.  We need:  public support/political will; targeted resources; supportive legislation;  

policy/practice ‘champions’; a supportive philosophy; a cultural/policy framework; an organizational and 

governance infrastructure; trained staff/improved education; and remuneration of services/personnel.  Our work 

raises questions and potential lessons for using public events to improve population health in Canada. 
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Endnotes 

i To our knowledge, there is no directory or census data that accurately captures this target population. 

ii The final poll (Games-time) was conducted from March 1-25, 2010.  This was shortly after the Olympic Games (February 

12-28, 2010) and was during or after the Paralympic Games (March 12-21, 2010). 

iii The City of Vancouver held a civic election in November 2008. 

iv Legacies Now is a not-for-profit organization that was established initially by the BC provincial government at the time of 

Vancouver’s bid for the 2010 Games.  Its vision is “to create sustainable legacies that will benefit all British Columbians as a 

result of hosting the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games” through legacies in arts, literacy, sport and healthy living, 

accessibility and volunteerism in communities across BC. 

v BOB is a non-profit economic development agency in the Downtown Eastside for the Vancouver Agreement — a 

partnership of 3 levels of government.  It supports local business development and increased job opportunities for residents. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Results of Invitations to ICI Partners to Participate in an Interview 
  Response 

ICI Partner 
Number of 
Invitations Not Interested Yes No response 

VANOC 8 3 2 3 
City of Vancouver 4 3 0 1 
Government of BC 8 6 0 2 
Government of Canada 6 3 0 3 

Totals 26 15 (58%) 2 (8%)a 9 (35%) 
a Although the total number of “yes” responses was two, this represented one interview.  Both participants preferred to be interviewed 
together in one interview session. 
 

Note #1 re: Table 2: The 2006 Census data are for information purposes only, as there are no census or other 

data that reports on the demographic characteristics of people who work/and or live in the inner-city.  In addition, 

the demographics of Vancouver’s inner-city may have changed with the promotion of more sustainable 

transportation into/out of the downtown core and the increase in development (including residential property) in 

the downtown core. 

Note #2 re: Table 2: The table continues across three pages.  

Table 2: Demographic Characteristics from Three Polls (2008, 2009, and 2010) and 2006 Census data (from 
City of Vancouver website unless otherwise noted) 

 Community Poll 2006 Census Data for the city of Vancouver and Inner-city Neighbourhoods 

 2010 2009 2008 Downtown DES1 Fairview 

Mount 

Pleasant Strathcona 

City of 

Vancouver 

Age          

 19 and under 2.0% 1.6% 0.9% 9.6% 7.6% 9.3% 13.7% 13.5% 17.9% 

 20-39 54.6% 55.7% 46.3% 47.9% 20.9% 42.7% 44.8% 23.5% 34.5% 

 40-64 38.7% 38.2% 42.8% 33.9% 51.2% 34.6% 33.4% 38.9% 34.5% 

 65 and over 4.6% 4.6% 10.1% 8.5% 19.8% 13.4% 8.2% 24.0% 13.1% 

Sex          

 Male 56.7% 62.3% 54.9% 50%5  46%5 54%5 57%5 48.9% 

 Female 43.3% 37.7% 41.1% 50%5  54%5 46%5 43%5 51.1% 

Marital Status2          

 Never legally 

married (single) 

43.4% 48.7% 38.3% 53.8%5 57.8% 50%5 50%5 44%5 42.7% 

 Legally married 

(not separated) 

43.7% 36.5% 41.2% 29.3%5 14.9% 33%5 28%5 27%5 41.8% 

 Separated, still 

legally married 

2.9% 3.1% 4.3% 2.9%5 6.2% 3%5 5%5 5%5 2.8% 
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 Community Poll 2006 Census Data for the city of Vancouver and Inner-city Neighbourhoods 

 2010 2009 2008 Downtown DES1 Fairview 

Mount 

Pleasant Strathcona 

City of 

Vancouver 

 Divorced 7.0% 9.0% 8.7% 10.4%5 14.0% 10%5 10%5 9%5 7.5% 

 Widowed 3.1% 2.7% 2.8% 3.6%5 7.1% 5%5 7%5 14%5 5.2% 

Education3          

 No certificate, 

diploma or degree 

4.6% 8.7% 5.5%  36% 7%5 32%5 21.9%5 16.7% 

 High school 

certificate or 

equivalent 

19.1% 18.0% 21.0%  29% 5%5 8%5 10.1%5 23.6% 

 Apprenticeship or 

trades certificate 

or diploma 

7.2% 5.4% 7.8%  11% 5%5 8%5 1.1%5 6.3% 

 College, CEGEP 

or other non-

university 

certificate or 

diploma 

18.6% 20.7% 14.2%  10% 24%5 20%5 19.1%5 14.6% 

 University 

certificate, 

diploma or degree 

50.4% 47.3% 40.7%  12% 42%5 28% 8.7%5 32.5% 

Median Household 

Income 

$50,0007 $50,0007 $29,2007 $44,218 $11,433 $52,458 $37,782 $15,558 $47,299 

Population 460 714 577 43,415 3,734 29,295 23,615 11,920 578,041 

Language (mother 

tongue) 

         

 English    56.2% 59% 70.5% 62.0% 43.9% 49.1% 

 French    2.5% 3% 3.2% 2.2% 1.9% 1.7% 

 Chinese    14.4%  8.1% 10.0% 40.3% 25.3% 

 Farsi (Persian)    4.2%     0.9% 

 Korean    3.4%     1.4% 

 Spanish    2.0%  1.9% 1.7% 1.0% 1.6% 

 Japanese    1.8%  1.8%   1.2% 

 German      1.4%  0.9% 1.2% 

 Russian       1.1%   0.6% 

 Tagalog (Filipino)       5.1%  2.8% 

 Vietnamese       2.8% 4.7% 1.8% 

Dwellings          

 Occupied private 

dwellings 

   25,020 4,0955 17,395 12,790 6,210 253,385 
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 Community Poll 2006 Census Data for the city of Vancouver and Inner-city Neighbourhoods 

 2010 2009 2008 Downtown DES1 Fairview 

Mount 

Pleasant Strathcona 

City of 

Vancouver 

 Dwellings per 

hectare 

   66.7 35.35 52.2 35.1 16.2 22.1 

 Owned dwellings 32% 30% 29%  5%  33%  48% 

 Rented dwellings 60% 62% 61% 57.7% 95% 59.6% 67.2% 86.2% 51.9% 

 Neither owned nor 

rented 

8% 8% 10%       

 Average gross  

Cost4 

   $992 $326 $987 $772 $500 $898 

Labour Force6          

 Employed labour 

force 

   25,730 945 19,295 14,835 4,160 310,640 

 Not in the labour 

force 

    1,970 

(64%) 

    

 Working at home    10.5% 10% 10.1% 6.8% 10.7% 8.6% 

 Working in the 

City, outside the 

home 

   56.2% 52% 57.3% 55.2% 56.5% 52.6% 

 Unemployment 

rate 

   5.8% 16% 4.4% 5.5% 11.1% 6.0% 

1 The City of Vancouver website does not provide data for the geographic area labelled as “Downtown Eastside,” although it is listed in their Community 

List and Map.  Therefore the data for this area are based on 2006 census data for Census Tract 0058.00 from the Statistics Canada website; this Census Tract 

most closely approximates the “Downtown Eastside” shown on the City of Vancouver’s Community List and Map. 

2 For total population, 15 years and older (504,120). 

3 For total population, 15 years and older (497,830). 

4 Adjusted for Consumer Price Index, except for Downtown Eastside. 

5 From Statistics Canada website, Census 2001 data. 

6 Aged 15 years and older. 

7 Applies only to those who provided an estimate of income.  In the 2009 poll, 205 cases (29%) did not provide an estimate of income.  In the 2010, 162 

cases (35%) did not provide an estimate of income. 
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Table 3: Comparison of Stakeholder Reports on the 2010 Winter Games Inner-City Inclusive Commitment 
Statement 
Various stakeholder groups have responded to the ICI with reports that tried to show the fulfillment or non-
fulfillment of each Commitment.  This Table compares letter grades derived from the 3 IOCC Reports Cards and 
inferred from the ICI partners’ reports.  The grades were assigned by the respective parties.  Please note that not 
every topic was covered in every report and that this Table is for descriptive purposes only. 

 Other Stakeholders’ Reports ICI Partners’ Reports 

Commitment Area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Accessible Games   C +  A - A - A - A - 

Affordable Events   C -  B -    

Affordable Recreation   F -  B -    

Business Development     B A - A - A - 

Civil Liberties/Public Safety D D D -  B +    

Cultural Activities    F -  A -    

Employment/Training   D -  B A - A - A - 

Environment C  D -  B B + A - A - 

Financial Guarantees D  F -  B    

Health/Social Services   F -  A -    

Housing  C C - F - D+ B -    

Input to Decisions   C - F -  C    

Neighbourliness  D D -  B    

Transportation    D -  A -    

Accountability      A + A + A - 

Social Inclusion      B + A - A 

Overall Grade if Assigned D - D - D -  B A A A 
Reports: (File names in parentheses, e.g., “A2,” indicate the name of supplementary files that are submitted with 
this final report.) 
Column 1: Olympic Oversight Interim Report Card 2010 Olympic Games May 2007 (A2) 
Column 2: 2009-04-19 IOCC 2nd Interim Report Card (A5) 
Column 3: 2010-02-25 IOCC 3rd Interim Report Card (A6) 
Column 4: Report of the Inner-City Inclusive Housing Table March 2007 (A1) 
Column 5: Inventory of the Inner City Inclusive Commitments, City of Vancouver, February 2009 (A10) 
Column 6: Vancouver 2010 Sustainability Report Snapshot 2008-09 (A28) 
Column 7: Vancouver 2010 Sustainability Report Snapshot 2007-08 (A29) 
Column 8: Vancouver 2010 Sustainability Report Snapshot 2006-07 (A35) 
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Appendix A – Policy Implementation Frameworks 
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Appendix B – 2010 Winter Games Inner-city Inclusive Commitment Statement 
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2010 Winter Games Inner-City Inclusive Commitment Statement

The Bid Corporauon and Its MermerParmers are pleased to presenlthe 2010 Wnter Garres
Inne r-City Indusive Comrritrre nl Slalerre nt. This Comrrilrre nl Slaleln' nt bui Ids from the
attached Inclus~ Intenl Statement, en dorsed by the 8i d Corp oration and its MerriJe r Partn ers,
l'IIhich speaks to partid pabon and equity for aII British ColurriJ ians, ind uding low and trn derate
incorre people The Inner-City Indusrve Comrrilrrenl Slalernml outlines the goals and
objectrves in the planning for and hosting of a inclusive Winter O~ics Garres and
Para~rT1Jics Wnter Games. The intent is to maxim re the opportun ilies and rriligate potenli al
ill1Jacts in VancoLNer's inner-city neighbourhoods from hosting the 2010 Wnler Garres

The IncluSIVe approach to planning and Implerrenting the \'\.Inter Garres IS being undertaken In
lV'JO phases. During the OJ rre nl bidding ph ase, th e elllJha ~s IS to ensure that Inclusrve goals
and objectives are set for VanClluver's inner·city ne ighbou rtlOods Sho uld VancoLNer be
awarded the right to host the 2010 \/\.Inter Garres, planning \'\oill rmve to the organizing phase
l'IIhich >MIl be led by the QganiIing ColTlTillee and its MerriJer Partners The Member Partners
are colTlTilled to ensuring that the Inner-Oty In clusrve Corrml!rnent Slaterrent is ad opted by
the Organizing Corrmillee. wring the organizing and illlJlemonting phase, there \'\oill alsD be
oppo rtunilie s to use thi s Co!TlTilment Statement as a rmd el for ap pM ng ttle conce pts in other
comrrunities

In addition, dunng the organliing phase, programs and policies\'\oill be developed that SJpport
the goals and objectives in the Corrmi!rnent Slatemontto create a strong foundation for
sustaina ble socio-econom c develop mont in VanCOLNer's in ner-city neigh bourtlOod s, parlicularty
in CUl'ImtOVllll Eastside, DOVIIIltol'lm South and Mount Pleasant The programs >MIl be a shared
re~ onsib ility of the M erriJer Partne rs and the Qga niIi ng OJ rrnille e They >M II be developed in
the context of existing govemmont actrvities and ta ke into account fi seal limits Also durin 9 the
illlJ lemontation phase, steps >Mil betaken to ensure incorporatio n of the interests of different
group S, such as aborigi nal pe ople, womo n, youth, peop Ie \'\oith di sabi liti es, peo pie of colour,
irrmigrants and other groups

As an Indication of the Intent to IlllJlemontthe goals and objectives contained In thiS
ColTlTilment State mont, a program" Op portunities Starli ng Nwr is bei ng initiated through ttl e
Vanco lIVer Agreerrenl. Its purpose is to identify, develo p and bu ild positive Ie gaci es now for the
inner-city neighbourtlOods

2010 Inclust.'e Inn.. City Corrrritmeri Statemeri
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The Vancouver 2010 Bid Corporation and its Member Partners have adopted the following
goals and objectives to ensure that the interests of those living in Vancouver's inner-city
neighbourhoods are addressed:

Accessible Games

<I) Develop barrier free venues for people wIth disabilities

b) Ensure reasonable accessibility for people with disabilities

Affordable Games Events

<I) Make affordable tickets available for Vancouver's low-income inner-city residents, including
at risk youth and children

Affordable Recreation and Community Sport

a) Maximize inner-city residents' access to the new and public upgraded facilities aller the
Winter Games

b) Ensure inner-city community centres have equitable access to surplus sporting equipment

c) Maximize access by inner-city residents, at-risk youth and children to sport and recreational
initiatives by building from the current sport delivery infrastructure

Business Development

a) Develop opportunities for existing and emerging local inner-city businesses and artisans to
promote their goods and services

b) Develop potential procurement opportunities for businesses that employ local residents

Ciyil Liberties and Public Safety

a} Provide for lawful, democratic protest that is protected by the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms

b) Ensure all inner-city residents' continued access to public spaces before, during and after
the Games and provide adequate notice of any restrictions of the use of public
spacelfacilities and prominently display alternate routes and facilities

c) Maintain the current level of public safety and security in inner-city neighbourhoods during
the Winter Games

d) Commit to a timely public consultation that is accessible to inner-city neighbourhoods,
before any security legislation or regulations are finalized, subject to lawful and legitimate
confidentiality requirements

e) Ensure RCMP is the lead agency for security

f) Reflect the aesthetic design standards of Vancouver in all security related measures

Cultural Activities

a) Showcase the diverse cultural, multicultural and aboriginal activities of inner-city residents

2010 Inclus",e Inner City Commitment Statement
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Employment and Training

a) Create training and a continuum of short and long-term employment opportun;ties for inner
city residents to encourage a net increase in employment

b} Provide reasonable wages and decent working conditions for any local worker producing
Games related goods and services before and during the Winter Games

Environment

a} Ensure environmental "best practices" in inner-city neighbourhoods

Financial Guarantees

a) Provide adequate funds to maintain and operate the new or upgraded public recreational
facilities after the Games to maximize the number of facilities available to inner-city residents

b) Provide adequate programming funds for the new or upgraded public recreational facil;ties
to encourage maintenance or increase in recreation programs

c) Provide disclosure of all financial aspects of the Games, including expenditures and
revenues, in the bidding and organizing phase of the Games

d) Commit to a comprehensive annual financial audit

Health and Social Services

a} Maintain delivery of health and social services to inner-city residents during the Winter
Games

b} Showcase a commitment to public health issues, including a comprehensive alcohol and
drug strategy

Housing

a} Protect rental housing stock

b) Provide as many alternative forms of temporary accommodation for Winter Games visitors
and workers

c) Ensure people are not made homeless as a result of the Winter Games

d) Ensure residents are not involuntarily displaced, evicted or face unreasonable increases in
rent due to the Winter Games

e} Provide an affordable housing legacy and start planning now

Input to Decision-Making

a) Provide inclusive representation on the Bid Corporation's and Organizing Committee's
Board structures and all relevant Bid Corporation and Organizing Committee's work groups

b) Ensure inner-c;ty inclusive work continues to operate under the Organizing Committee and
its Member Partners

c) Work with and be accessible to an independent watchdog group that includes inner-city
residents

2010 Inclus",e Inner City Commitment Statement
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Appendix C – Semi-Structured Interview Questions for ICI Partners 

1) For how long have you worked in your current position? 

2) The next question is about how relevant the ICI is to your work as a [interviewee’s job position and 

department].  Please choose one of the following three choices: 

 a) The ICI is not that relevant to my work; 

 b) …moderately relevant to my work; or 

 c) … highly relevant to my work. 

3) Please elaborate on your answer, that the ICI is [answer from Question #2] to your work. 

4) If possible, it would be helpful to select a specific topic listed in the ICI as a focus for this interview, 

instead of talking about the ICI in general.  Which, if any, of the topics listed in the ICI is most relevant to the 

work that you do? 

5) In what specific ways have you (or your department) acted on the ICI goals for [selected topic]? 

Prompts: re-organization, ICI as guidance document, collaborations, allocation of resources, etc. 

6) What challenges have you (or your department) faced in trying to act on the ICI goals for [selected topic]? 

Prompts: lack of clarity on who does what, ICI goal is outside the responsibility of the interviewee or the 

interviewee’s department, etc.   

7) What outcomes have come about, or appear likely, as a result of your (or your department) having acted 

on the ICI goals for [selected topic]? 

Prompts: funding provided to organizations, new policies, etc. 

8) Have you heard about ways in which other departments or organizations have been implementing the 

ICI?  If yes, please identify the department or organization, and describe what they have been doing. 

9) If you were to speculate, what other opportunities are there for acting on the ICI goals for [selected 

topic]? 

10) What are some lessons that you have learned about the ICI that would be important for future Olympic 

host cities to know?  

11) Overall, what are your personal beliefs about and attitudes towards the ICI in general? 

Prompts: good/bad 
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12) What legacies, both short-term and long-term, would you like to see as a result of the 2010 Olympic 

Games?
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Appendix D – Semi-structured Focus Group Questions 

1. Please introduce yourself and identify which organization or group you belong to. 

2. How has your role changed as a result of the Games coming to Vancouver?  As a result of the ICI 

specifically?  

3. In a nutshell, what are your views on the relevant goals and objectives in the ICI? 

4. Some of the issues and challenges raised at the IOCC community forum on [date] included: [issues and 

challenges].  Would you agree that these are the main issues and challenges with respect to the relevant goals and 

objectives in the ICI?  Are there any other issues or challenges that you think should be added? 

5. Can you provide some examples of how you have tried, whether within your group/organization or in 

collaboration with others, to implement the relevant goals and objectives in the ICI?  What have been the results? 

6. What other solutions or collaborations do you think would advance implementation of the relevant goals 

and objectives in the ICI? 

7. In closing, what do you think will happen with the relevant goals and objectives of the ICI leading up to 

the Games and after the Games? 
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Appendix E – 2008 Community Poll 
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5. The cost of tickets for the Olympic Opening and Closing Ceremonies will be
between $175 and $1,100, depending on the seat. Above what price would it
become unaffordable for you to bUy tickets for the Opening or Closing
Ceremonies with your current income?

$-----

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

6. Do you own a business in the inner-eity?

10 No (go (0 Question #10.)
20 Yes (go to Question #7.)

7. What type of business do you own? _

8. Did you create this business as a result of the 2010 Games coming to
Vancouver?

10 No
20 Yes

9. Has your business attempted to take advantage of any of the following
opportunities offered by 2010 Games organizers:

a) Requests for proposals, quotes, or expressions of interest regarding the
rrovision of goods and/or services for the 2010 Games?
ONo

20 Yes

b) Become a Vancouver 2010 sponsor (entitled to use the Vancouver 2010
emblems and other Games-related marks in your business' advertising and
rromotions within Canada)?
ONo

20 Yes

c) Other opportunities (please explain): _

CIVIL LIBERTIES AND PUBLIC SAFETY

10.Have you ever been involved in any protests related to the 2010 Games?

10 No (go (0 Question #12.)
20 Yes (go fo Question #11.)

Page 4 of 13
Version dare: At,gusr 1. 2008
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11.Did the police try to prevent the protest from happening?

'0 No
20 Yes

12. The term "public spaces and facilities" refers to public parks and squares,
community centres, public libraries, etc. How much limitation has the
Olympics placed on your access to the public spaces and facilities that you
would normally use?

10 I don't normally use public spaces and facilities (go to Question #14.)
20 Access not limited at all (go to Question #14.)
~O Access is somewhat limited (go to Question #13.)
40 I can't access the public spaces and facilities at all (go to Question #13.)

13.Did you see any notices about restrictions on the use of these public spaces
and facilities?

'0 No
20 Yes

14.ln general, how satisfied are you with your personal safety from crime?

'0 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
·0 Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

15.How has your satisfaction with your personal safety from crime changed since
2003 (when it was announced that Vancouver would host the Olympic
Games)?

'0 Less satisfied since 2003
20 No change since 2003
~O More satisfied since 2003

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

16.Are you someone who would be interested in showcasing your arts and
culture at an Olympic venue or event?

10 No (go fa Question #18.)
20 Not sure (go to Question #17.)
30 Yes (go to Question #17.)

Page 50f 13
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17.Have you heard of any opportunities for you to showcase your arts and
culture at an Olympic venue or event?

10 No
20 Yes

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

18.Since 2003, have you ever held a job position that was created as a result of
the Olympic Games coming to Vancouver?

10 No (go (0 Question #25.)
20 Yes (go to Question #19.)

19. What was the job position? _

20.For how long did you work at this job position?

10 Less than 1 year
201-2years
30 3- 4 years
·0 5 years or more

21.Since 2003, have you ever held a job in which you helped to produce Games
related goods and services (e.g., Games merchandise, etc.)?

10 No (go to Question #25.)
20 Yes (go to Question #22.)

22. What goods or services did you help to produce in this job?

23.0n average, what wage did you earn at this job? $ Ihour

24.At this job, have you or another worker ever experienced any of the following:

al Being treated without respect at work
'ONo
20 Yes

b) Being discriminated against at work
10 No
20 Yes

Page$of13
Version dare: At,gusr 1. 2008
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c) Being demanded to work overtime (over 8 hours a day or over 40 hours a
week)
10 No
20 Yes

d) Not getting overtime pay (150% of regular pay for time over 8 hours a day
or over 40 hours a week).
10 No
20 Yes
30 Not applicable (there was no overtime work)

25.Since 2003, have you ever received any job training that was related to, or
supported by, the Olympics?

10 No (go fo Question #27.)
20 Yes (go to Question #26.)

26. What skills did you gain through this job training?

ENVIRONMENT

27.Have preparations for the 2010 Games, such as construction, led to the loss of
any open, natural spaces that you value, such as parks, etc.?

10 No
20 Yes, natural space was lost at: _

28.Have preparations for the 2010 Games led to the creation of any new open,
natural spaces?

10 No
20 Yes, natural space was created at: _

29.How has your awareness of environmental concerns changed since 2003
(when Vancouver won the bid to host the 2010 Games)?
(Please choose only one.)

'0 My awareness has not changed much since 2003.
20 My awareness has increased since 2003, but not as a result of the 2010 Games.
30 My awareness has increased since 2003, as a result of the 2010 Games.

Page 7 of 13
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FINANCIAL GUARANTEES

30.Have you ever seen (or heard) the budget for the 2010 Games?

10 No
20 Yes

31.Have you, or anyone you know, ever enrolled in any sport or recreational
programs that received Olympics funding?

10 No
20 Not sure
30 Yes

HOUSING

32.00 you rent or own the housing where you currently live?

10 Rent (go to Question #33.)
20 Own (go to Question #34.)
30 Neither rent nor own (go to Question #33.)

33.Have you, or anyone you know, experienced any of the following since 2003:

a) An eviction due to renovations in preparation for the Games?
lONo
20 Yes

b) An unreasonable increase in rent due to the Games?
10 No
20 Yes

34.00 you know anyone who is planning on renting out their home to Games
visitors or workers?

10 No
20 Yes

INPUT TO DECISION-MAKING

35.Have you heard of any opportunities for you to provide input on the planning
and hosting ofthe 2010 Games?

10 No (go fa Question #38.)
20 Yes (go to Question #36.)

Page 80f 13
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36.Have you ever provided input to the Games organizers on the planning and
hosting of the 2010 Games?

'0 No (go to Question #38.)
20 Yes (go to Question #37.)

37.How satisfied were you that your input was considered by the Games
organizers in making decisions on the planning and hosting of the 2010
Games?

'0 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
40 Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

TRANSPORTATION

38.Have you experienced delays in commuting due to Olympics-related
construction?

'0 No
20 Yes

39.Have you had to find alternative routes of travel due to Olympics-related
construction?

10 No
20 Yes

GENERAL QUeSTIONS

40. The Games organizers and the three levels of government (civic, provincial,
and federal) are "Partners" who signed a list of public commitments to
maximize the benefits and minimize the negative impacts of the 2010 Games
on inner-city communities. Overall, how satisfied are you with:

a) The Partners' performance in developing accessible Games?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
40 Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied
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b) The Partners' performance in providing affordable recreation and sport?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~o Somewhat satisfied
So Very satisfied

c) The Partners' performance in providing local business development?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

d) The Partners' performance in maintaining civil liberties and public safety
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
So Very satisfied

e) The Partners' performance in building local cultural activities?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

f) The Partners' performance in bUilding opportunities for employment and
training?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

g) The Partners' performance in minimizing negative environmental impacts?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied
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h) The Partner's performance in providing transparent financial guarantees?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~o Somewhat satisfied
So Very satisfied

i) The Partners' performance in maintaining delivery of health and social
services?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~o Somewhat satisfied
So Very satisfied

j) The Partners' performance in minimizing negative impacts on housing?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~o Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

k) The Partners' performance in including local input into decision-making?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~o Somewhat satisfied
So Very satisfied

I) The Partners' performance in minimizing negative impacts on Olympic
neighbours?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
10 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
So Very satisfied
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m) The Partners' performance in minimizing negatives impacts on
transportation?
°0 Don't know enough to answer
'0 Very dissatisfied
20 Somewhat dissatisfied
30 No opinion
~O Somewhat satisfied
50 Very satisfied

41. What benefits or legacies would you like to see as a result of the 2010 Games?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT YOU

42. What is your age? years

43. What is your sex?

10 Male
20 Female

44. What is your marital status?
(Please choose only one.)

'0 Married
20 Common~law

30 Living with a partner
~O Single (never married)
50 IJ\I'idowed/widower
60 Separated
70 Divorced
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45. What is the highest level of education you have ever completed?
(Please choose only one)

10 Did not complete elementary school
20 Completed elementary school
30 Completed high school
40 Completed college
50 Completed trade school
60 Completed university, undergraduate (e.g., B.Sc., B.A.)
70 Completed university, graduate level (e.g., M.Sc., M.A., Ph.D.)
80 other (please specify): _

We recognize that many people consider questions about income to be private.
Therefore, you can choose whether or not to answer the next question. Your
answer would be helpful in giving us an idea of who we talked to in our poll.
Please be assured that you will not be individually identified, nor will this
information be passed on to anyone else.

46. What is your best estimate of your total household income in the past 12
months before taxes and deductions?
(Please choose only one)

10 $0 to $10,000
20 $10,001 to $20,000
30 $20,001 to $30,000
40 $30,001 to $40,000
50 $40,001 to $50,000
60 More than $50,000

Thank you for taking the time to complete the polf!
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5. Would you dassif~' ~'oul'Stlfasa "ptl'SOIl with disabililit'S?"

10 No (go to Question #8)
20 Yes (go to QuesTion #6)

6. Whell YOIl booked your titkets. did you illdirnte lhal ~'Oll reqlliIT :lITessible seating?

10 No.. .(go to QueStion #8)
20 Yl::S ••• (go 10 QIli!SliOn #7)

7. Ilid a tid.ct ri.'preSl'ntath'c {'ontad )'OU to discuss YOUI' ri.'tIui rements so that appl'opriate
seating arrangements could be made?

laND
20 Yes

AFFORDADLE RECREATION AND CO~'IMUNITYSPORT

8. Thrl'e new facilities wei'" construdl'd in thl' l..llwl'r Main.land for the 211I0 GaI1lI'S. 1'11I'
each facilit~'. ~'Oll will be asked nm questions abollt ~'our usage of the facility.

a) VanCllU\'er' OlympicfPamlympic Cl'lItre

Opened: Febmary 2009
Locah~d in Hillcrest Park lIear Riley Park and Queen Elizab¢th Park
Muhi-purpose community recreation centre that will include an ice hockey rink,
g)11masium, library, curling ice, and aqualic centre

i) Ha\'e yOIl IIsed tlLis fucility since it W~lS completed in Fl'br'mu1' 2oo9?

10No
20 \'e8

ii) How likely is it that ytlU would use this facility after the 2010 Games'!

10 Very unlikely
20 Unlikely
JO Not sure
40 Likely
'0 Very likely
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b) une Thwlderbil'd A,'ena

Opened: June 2008
Located mthe Point Grey campus ofthe Ullh-ersity or British Columbia
Recreational and high-pcrfonnance multi-sport facility

i) I1:l\'c yOIl uscd this racHity since it was completed in JUlie 20OS'!

10No
20 '(es

ii) How likely is it thnt you would lise this facUity after the 2010 Games?

10 Vcry unlikely
20 Unlikely
30 Not sure
4 0 Likely
50 Very likely

c) I{ichmontl OI~'ll1pkOval

Opened: Fall 2008
Located ill Richmond
lnlemational ei:ntrc or excellencc for sports and lVellness

I) 11:1,'1' ~'IlU used this facility since it W:L~ completed In ri aIl2UON'!

10No
20 Yes

ii) lIow likely is it thnt you wouM usc this facility after the 2010 Games?

10 Very unlikely
20 Unlikely
30 Not SUfe

40 Likely
50 Very likely

CULTURAL AeflVrrJES

9. 811 f:lI', hnl ploe-G:lmes l·ultur:.l1 celehmtillns have hl'ell held. Old Y"u go til these
fcsth'nls?

a) Cultural Olympiad 2008, Febnmy 200810 March 2008

b) Cultural Olympiad 2009, Fcbmary I, 2009 10 ~'laTch 21, 2009 _
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10, Are )'ou inlerestell ill showrnsing your arts anll cultul"t' at an Olympk/Pal'al)lllpk
\'enu{' 01' {'\'ent'!

10 No" ,(go fO Qllestion #12)
20 Not sur~".(go to Question #11)
JO Yes .. ,(go to Question #11)

11. VANOC has offert~d some opportunities fOI' artists and performers to be a part of the
2010 Gamcs ('xp('rience, Ha\'e )'011 (,\'CI' pllrsued th(' foUowing opportunities'!

a) CaU for proposals for th(' Cultuml Ol)'mpiad

10 Hav~ not heard of this opportunity
20 Heard orthis opportunity, hut did not pur-me it
JO Ho:ard of this opportunity, and pur-med it

b) Rcgistmtion in VANOC'sArtist Rl'gistI}'

10 Have not heard of this opportunity
20 Heard or this opportunity, hut did not pursue it
Jo I'leard ortllis opportunity, and pursued it

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

12. Since 2U03. ha\'t~ )'ou C\'CI' hl'lll :I jub position thai \\"as creatL'tJ aS:l nosult oflhe 20ltl
Games coming to V~mcou\'el'?

10 No .. ,(go tQ Qllestion # /6)
20 Yes, the job position was: ... (go to Question # /3)

13. 1"or how long did )'1111 work:1t th,is job positiun'!

10 Less th:Ul 1 year
10 1-2 years, .
03-4 years

405 years or more

14. 011 an'mgt', what wage did you t'U1'II al this job'! $ / hour
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15. AI this job, ha\'(" )'OU or anolher wOI"'("r e\'("I' experienced any of Ih(" foUowillg?

a) Being treated without respect lIt work 10 No 20 Yes

b) Being discriminated against at work .. 10 No

c) Being demanded to work overtime (over 8 hours a day or over
40 hOllr1> a week) ..

d) Not getting overtime pay (150% of regular pay for time over 8
hOIlr1> a day or over 40 hours a week) ..

IONo

10 No lO Yes

30 Not applicable (no
overtime work)

16. Since 2003, haw JOu en'r receined any job lmining that was related to, 01' SuppOl1t'd
by, the Olympics'!

10 No . .(go 10 Question #18)
20 Yes ... (go to Question #17)

17. What skiUs did )'ou gain through this job tmining'!

BUSINESS DEVELOI'MENT

18. 1)0 you own a busint."'l.~ in rhe illner~dt),,?

10 No . .(go 10 Question #23)
20 Yes . .. (go to Question 1119)

19, '\'h:lt type IIfbusiness do you IIwn'! _

20, Did you create this business as a r('Sult of the 2010 Games coming to Vancouwr'?

IONo
20 Yes

21. Huw many emplo)'eell does )'IIU r businl'lls h:lve'!

10 0-19 employees
20 20-99 emplo)'ees
JO 100-499 employees
40 500 or more .:-mploy.:-es
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22. VANDe has olft'rOO SOllie opp0l1wtitit"S for businesses to provide goods and/or sel'Vices
ill the planning and hosting IIf the 20111 Games. H:ls ~'our business lmnmetl the
following:

a) OPPOl1Wlitks to prol'ide a ~'erl,jce related to the pl:llmllig or hosting of the 2010
Gmncs (for cxample, as a contmctor 01' consultant)"?

10 Have not heard of this opportunity
~O Heard oflhis opportunity, bill did 110t pursue it
30 1·leard of this opportuuity, and pursued it

b) Opp0l1unitics to prot/lice official 2010 Olym pic mcrchandise such as clothing,
an:essories, collediblt·s. plush tllyS, III' food J)I"Oduds'!

10 Have not heard of this opportunity
'0 1·lcard of this opportunity, hut did not pursue it
30 H<:ard of this opportunity, and pursued it

c) Opp0l1unities to l'ellilnicial Olympic merchandisc'!

10 Have not heard ofthis opportunity
'0 I'kard of this opportunity, but did not pursue it
30 Heard of this opportunity, and pursued it

CIVIL LIBERTIES AND PUBLIC SAFETY

23. Han you 1'\'('1' bt'l'n invoh'cd in any Pl"ott'Sts I"l'lated to the 211111 Garnes'!

10 No (go to Question #25)
~O Yes (go to Question 1124)

24. Did the polke try to pl"c\'ent the pmtest from happcning?

'0 No
20 Yes

25. Two pubUc facilities in Vancouver haw been upgraded as training \"Cnues for the 2010
Games. You will bc asked qucstions on your access to each facility.

:1) Trout Lake Ct"ntre

i) 1)11 ~'ou nOl'mall~' use this f:leility'!

10 No..(go to Question 1125b)
20 Yes .. (go to Question IIl5a.li)
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il) How lIIuch limitatioll did upg,'ades to this fadIit)' place un )'our acceSS tu it?

10 No limitation al all
20 Some limitiltion
30 Couldn't usc the facility at all

iU) Did )'011 sec au)' notices II bout rcst,ictions 011 the use of this f:lcilit)'?

10 No
20 '(es

b) Killarn<')' Celltl"('

i) ))" )'OU lHll,nall)' use this faeilit)'?

10 No, ,(go to Question #26)
10 Yes .. (go to Question #25b,/i)

il) How much limitation did upg,'adcs 10 this facilit)' place on Jour ac.ccss to it?

10 No limitation at all
20 Some limitation
30 Couldn't use the facility at all

ni) Did )'011 scc all)' notices a bOllt ,'('st,ictions 011 the ust' of this facilit)'?

10No
10 Yes

26. I.n geneml, hull' satisfied are)'uu with )'our penmnal safet)' from ITime'!

10 Very dissatisfied
10 Dissatisfied
30 Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied
4 0 Satisfied
~O Very satisfied

27. lIuw has YOIII· satisfaction with )'UUI' pel'Sl.lIIal safety fnllli crime changed since 21Mn
(when it was announced tlmt V:lllcou"el' would host the Ol)'mpic Garnes)?

10 Less sutisHed since 2003
20 No change since 2003
30 More satisfied since 2003
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FINANCIAL GUARANTEES

21t. lIa\'e )'OU el'er looked at the follmving dncuments related to the 2010 Games budget'!

a) VANOC Business Plan allli Gamcs Budget

10 Didn't know it was available 10 the public
'0 Knew it was available, but did nOllook at il
30 Knew it was available, and looked al it

b) VANDC's qur1l1l."I'ly fimllldal state-ments

10 Didn't know it was available 10 the public
'0 Knew il was available. bUI did nol look althem
30 Knew it was available: anti looked allhcm

c) Tht B.C. Auditor Gl."IIl."ral's I'Cport titl«l "Tht 2010 Olympic :md Paralympic
"'inter Games: A Ueview of K~tinmtes Related to the Pnn'ince's COlllmitll1l'nts"

10 Didn'l know it was available 10 the public
20 Knew it was available. but did not look at them
30 Knew it was available, anti looked atlhcllI

INPUT TO DECISIDN-J\'lAKING

29. Starting in 2t10H, VANDC, municipal governments, and tmnsp0l1ation anti security
planners hosted information sessions called Game Plan 2008. Did you attend any of
thcse S($sions'!

10 No __ (go /0 Ques/ion 1i32)
20 Yes . .. (go to QUi!stion 1130)

30. I)u ring the session, did }'Im pnn'ide fl'edback tn Gauu's IIrgani:r.ers anti pal1ners'!

10 No. .(go /0 Ques/ion 1i32)
'0 Ycs (go to Que.~lion 113/)

31. How satisfied were you that your input was cOllsiden~d by Gamt's orgallizus and
p:1I1nel"S'!

10 Very dissatisfied
'0 Dissatisfied
30 Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied
40 Satisfied
50 Very salisficd
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32. Asitle from Gam(' Plan 2008, ha\'e yOIl he.ud of otlter oppol1wlities fOI" )'011 to pl'olitie
inpllt to GaJIIl'S ul"gani'l.elos and p<l11l1eros'!

10 No.. .(go fO Question #34)
20 Yes, the opportwlity was: ....(go to Question /133)

33. Wilh tlus olhcr Opp0l111I1it)', tlitl )'011 pl"o\'idc inpllt to Gamcs organizcl"s and paI1I1Cr'S?

10 No
20 Yes

HOUSING

34, Do )"011 I"('nt or own th(' housing wh(,l"(, )'ou curl"('ntl)'(jv('?

10 Rent. .. (go (0 Quesfion /135)
~O OWI1 .. .(go 10 QIU!s/ion /139)
'0 Neither rent lIor oWIl ... (go to Question /135)

35. Sillc(' 2003, hnv(' )"ou ewr been C\"icted tllIC to I"enomtions to the building?

10 No (go to Question #37)
20 Yes (go 10 Queslion 1/36)

36. Do )'uu h,l\'e remion to think that the e\'ietinn was .. result nfthe 201ll Games'!

10No
20 Yes, (please explain) _

37. Sincc 2003, havc )"ou 1'\'('1" facetl wllnl yOIl f('(t to bc all IIIlrl"nsollable i1ler'ClIS(' ill ,'cnt'!

10 No. .(go to Question #39)
20 Yes . .. (go to Question 1/38)

38. 1)0 yuu Inl\"e reason to think that the incrt'ase in I'enl was a result ufthe 2010 Games'!

10 No
20 Yes, (please explain) _

39. Do )"ou know anyoill" iil'illC ill tile imler-eiD' who is i1lterested in rl."nting Ollt their home
to Games l'isitor'S or wOl'ke!1i'!

10No
20 Yes
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El\'VIRON1HENT

40. Iinw has Jour awareness of en,'j nlllmental concerns changed since 2003 (when
Vancou,'er won the bid to host the 2010 Games)'!

10 My awareness has not changed milch since 2003.
20 My awareness has increased since 2001, hut nol as a result or the 2010 Gamcs_
JO 1'.'ly awareness has increased since 2003, as a n:l;ult orthc 2010 Games_

TRANSPORTATION

41. Hehveen 2lH17 anti 20119, 11 new 01· upgl'::ltled Ol.ympic and Pal,::d~'lIIpic ,'enues and
facilities weI'(' constnlcted in the- Vancouver area, For each site, plc-ase indicate
whL'l:her l,onstl'udion neg:lth'el)' :lfTected JIIU!, commute,

Venue or Facility

a) I3C Place (downtown)

b) Canada Hockey Place (01\01 Place, downtown Vancouver) ..

c) Cypress Mountain ..

d) Killamey Centre

e) Main r-,'Iedia Centre (Vancouver Convenlionalld Exhibition
Centre) _ _ .__

f) Olympic and Paralympic Village Vancouver (Southeast
False Creek).. . .

g) Pacific Coliseum (I'NE) .

h) Richmond Olympic Oval

i) Trout Laki:: Centre .

j) une 1llUnderbird Arena

k) Vancouver Olympic/Paralympic Centre (near Hillcrest and
Rilcy Park) .

Did con.Nmclion negatively
affect your cOllllllllle?

10 No '0 Yes

10No '0 Yes

10 No lO Yes

10No '0 Yes

10 No '0 Ycs

10 No lO Yes

10No '0 Yes

10 No '0 Yes

10No '0 Yes

10 No '0 Yes

10No '0 Yes

42. You may h:l\'e also heanl of the C:lnatla Une. This is a new Skytrain n)Ute along
Cambie Street that connects the airport and downtown Vancouver. Although it is not
:11I Olympic projed, the Canada Line wUl be finishal in time fOI' lhe 2010 G:lIlles. lias
construction on the Canada Line negati\'t'ly affected your commute?

10 No
20 Yes
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

43. How well do you think thc Galllcs organizcl'S andthc goverlUncllts IIlH'C pro"ided
infommlion tn infonn the puhlk about the planning and hnsting of the 2UIU Games'!

10 lnj"onnation have been poorly provided
20 lnfollllation have been adequately provided
JO lnfonnation have been well provided

44. "'hat tk:'lIefits or legacies would you like to S~ as a ~sult of the 2010 Games?

45. III genl."ml, how do you feel about being a l'Csident ill the Vancouver al'ell?

10 Very ashamed to be a resident
20 Son;ewhal ashamed to be a resident
JO Neither ashamed 1I0r proud to be a resident
40 Somewhat proud to be a ro:sident
~O Vcry proud to be a resident

46. How do the 2010 Gallles influence )'our feelings about being a resident in tbe Vancou\'Cr
:lI'Ca?

J0 '1111' 2010 Games make nl<: fed less proud to be a resident
20 The 2010 Games hasno innuence on my fedin~ as a ro:sident
Jo '1111' 2010 Games make me feel more proud to be a resident

HACKGROlJNI) INFORMATION AHOUT YOlJ

47. What is )'OUl' age? years

48. What is :mlll' sex?

to ~blc

20 Female

49. \\'h:lt is Jour marital status'!

Please choose only one.
10 Married
20 Common-law
JO Separated, but still legally married
40 Divorced
~O Single (never married)
~O Widowed/widower
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511. \\'hat is the highest Il>,'e1 of edUl'lltioll )'IIU have camJllellHN

Please choose only one.
10 Less than high school (no c~rtificate, diploma or degree)
20 Hig.h school certificate or equivalent
30 Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma
40 College or olher non-university certificate or diploma
50 University certificate or diploma below bachelor level
~O University degree (bachelor's, ll1ast~r's, or dOl..'lorate)

We recognize lhal mallY people consider qucSlions ahoul income 10 be private. You can choose
whdher or nOllo answer the nexi question. However, your answer would help give us an overall
idea of who we talked to in our poll. We will not share this information with anyone.

51. What is :your best estimate- of)·our total household if/COllie in the past 12 months before
taxes (Jlltl (le(lll£ri(jIl.~·!

,----
THANK YOU FOR TAKING TilE TIME TO COMPLETE THE POLL!
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Appendix G – 2010 Community Poll 
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8. Which Q!!.!t. of these foul' reasons explains why you did 1I0t go 10 allY
Olym pil1Parlllympic SPO" t'Vt~lIts 01' ct'I'emonies'!

10 Was not interested in going (would not have gone if I was given Iree tickets)
20 Was interested in going and could afford tiekcts, but lIot willing to pay the tickd price
JO Was interested in going, but couldn't alford tickets
40 Other, (please specij}): _

AI'FORnAIJLE RECRK<\TlON ANn COMMUNITY SI'ORT

9. Thrcc lIew fadUtics were constl'Ucted in the Lowe.' M:.inl:lIId fOl' the 2010 Games. FOI'
each facility, )'OU will he asked hnw likely you will use tlmr facility in the future.

a) V:mCllU\'er Olympicfl'ar:t1)'mpic
Centn.'

Location: Hillcrest Park near Riley
Park and Queen Elizabeth Park
Multi-puTTl()!;e recreation centre
with a community centre, ice rink,
curling club, library, preschoQI,
field hOll~e and oflkes

b) vnc Thundel'binl Al'ena

Location: Point G~y campus of
the University of British Columbia
Recreational and high-perfonnallce
multi-sport facility

c) Richmond OI)111Pic O\'al

Location: Riclmlond
Intemational centre of excel1ence
for sports and wellness

Ilow likely is it tlmt you would use
this Centre afte.' tlH' 2010 Games'!

10 Very unlikely
20 Unlikely
30 Not sure
~O Likely
~O Very likely

lIow Iikel,· is it that you would lise
this Arena :.fter the 2010 G:UlU'S'!

10 Very unlikely
20 Unlikely
30 Not ~ure

40 Likely
~O Very likely

How likely is it that yOIl would IIsr
tlLis OVlllllftrr the 2010 Gamrs?

10 Very unlikely
10 Unlikely
30 Not sure
~O Likely
~O Very likely
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CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

10. Did you go as:l ,~"eC1"/(Ir to allY cclcbmtions that wen: part of the Cultuml Ol)'mpiad
20tU (fnlm ,Ianuary 22, 2010 to March 21, 201U)'! "Spcd:ltllr" means that you went to
the celebmtion, but not til ShllWC:LOle your artlHn'k or to pel1orm,

10No
20 Yes, I \\,enllo ,~ec: _

II. Thinking back to when the 2010 Games wel'(' stiU being planned. were JOu interested in
showcasing your am,.OI·k 01' perfonlling at an OlympiclPamlympk \'I'nue Ill' e\'ent'!

10 No -+ (go to Question #14)
20 Yes -+ (go to Question #12)

12. VANOC otTcr'cd opportunities fol' artists and pcl'fonncl'S to be a purt of its Cllltllmi
Olympiads lind its Artist Registry, Did )'011 evcl' pursue thcse oppoltunitics?

10 Have not heard of eilher oflhese opportunities
20 Heard ofalleast oni:: oflhese opportunities, but did nOI pursue it
'0 Heard of at least one of these opportunities, and pllrsued it

13, Has (III' will) your arhnlfk or pel'funnance be shuwcased at an Olym pidl'anLlympk
\'('11111' 01' c\'cnt?

10No
20 Yes

EMPLOY!\'IENT AND TRAINING

1.1, Sin('j' 2UU3. have )'OU 1.'\'1.'1' recei\'l'd any job tnlining that was felatl.... tll the OI)'lIIpics'!

LO No
20 Yes. I gained these skills: _

15. Have yOIl e\'el' had a job position in which )'011 prodllced goods or provided St'nices fol'
the 2010 Games'!

10 No -+ (go to Question #18)
20 Yes, the job position was: ~ (go to Question #16)

16. For how long did )'011 woli,; at tlus job position'?

LO Less Ihan I veal'
201_2years '
'03-4 years
40 5 years
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17. On :n'erage, ,",'hat did )'ou eal1l al Ihis job?

P/easejill in the ilion appropriate type afearning.
Wag;) per hour: S I hT

Contractor Of consulting fee,,~S:..:===_' h,
Flat rale or one-time fee: S_

BUSINESS DEVELOI'MENT

18. no JlIU own a business ill the i,,"er-cit,,'!

10 No -+ (go to Question #25)
20 Yes -+ (go to Question #19)

19. Whllt type ofbusincss do )'Oll own? _

20. Did )'Oll ('ftah." Ihis business as a rC$ult of the 2010 Games ctulling to V;ulcou,'er?

IONo
20 Yes

21. Huu "mlly employees dOl'S )'IIU I' business Im\'l"!

I a 0-19 employees
20 20-99 employees
JO 100-499 employees
40500 or more employees

22. VANDe otTer'ed opportlUliti{'S fOl' businesses to pro\'ide goods and sCl"\'ices for the 2010
Games. Some examples includE' being a contractor or consultant, pl'Odudng 01' s('lIillg
official 2010 nH."'chandisl.', dc. Did Jour business mlfSlle thesl.' t,ypes of oppol1uuitics?

10 Have not heard or any ofthae opportunities
20 Heard or at least one orlhese opportunities, hut did nOI pl/r.nw it
lO Heard of at least one orlhese opportunities, and pursued it

23. Which one offhe following four statclIIl.'nts best describes how your business houl'S
were atTl'("tl.'d during the 2010 Galllcs?

10 1\.oIy busim:ss hoUJ~ were Ihc same as usual (opening and closing limes did nol change)
20 My toral business hours were the Slime. but the hours were shifted
lO I decreased my total business hours
40 I increased my 10lal blL~iness houn;

24. In what othel'lnl)'s h:ls your business bl't'n atTeded b)' till' 20111 Games (sudl as numbel'
of customers or clients, profits, etc.)?
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CIVIL LIDERTIES

25. Did you attend a protest relnted to the 2010 Games while t.he Games were on'!

10 No -t (go to Question #29)
10 Yes -t (go to Question #26)

26. \Vas the flnlteSI at a "Safe Assemhly AI'ea" outside an Olymflic ,"enue'! "Safe Assl'mbly
Areas" II I'e designated areas for la..... ful, democratic protest that were estll blishI'd by the
Vancouver 2010 Integrated Seeulity Unit.

10No
10 Yes

27. Did the floUce gmb lUI)' protest signs that wel'e not being used liS a weapon 01' to bloc,k
someone's ,'iew?

10No
10 Yes

28. Did tlU" police ,'estrict any protestors who were not breaking the law 01' e,ullingeling
public safety through "iolent or ('liminal acts?

10No
10 Yes

PURLIC SAf'ETY

29. III gellernl, ho..... satisfied arc )'OU with )'OUI' personal safet)' from crime?

10 vcry dissatisfied
10 Dissatisfied
30 Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied
40 Satisfied
So Very satisfied

30. How satisfied were )'OU with )'our personal safety from crime dllrillg the 201 0 Game".
com pared to YOIII' satisf:lclion in genel':ll?

10 Less satisfied during the 20 I0 Games
10 No change during the 2010 Games
30 More satisfied during the 2010 Games
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FINANCIAL GUARANTEES

31. l1a\'c )'OU e\'cr 100k<"t1 at budget t1oculII<"nts from VANDe for thc 2010 Gmlles'!

10 Didll't know they were available to the public
10 Knew they were available, but did not look at any of them
30 Knew they were available, and looked at them

INPUT TO DECISION~!\'L\KING

32. IIll\'C ),OU e\'CI' (Il'Ovidcd inpul 011 the 2010 GllllICS directl\' ((I VANDe its('.U'!

10 No -t (go to Question #34)
10 Yes, (please explain): -t (go to Question #33)

33. IInw satisfied w('r(' ynu that ~'our influt wa.~ l'()nsid('red hy VA Nnc'!

10 Very dissatisfied
20 Dissatisfied
)0 Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied
40 Satisfied
~O Vcry satisfied

HOUSING

34. IKl )'011 know anyont" liI'illl: ill/lie il/ller-ein' who rellted out their home to Gamt"s
\'isitUl'S'!

10No
10 Yes

35. Do ),OU renl or own Ihe hOllsing where you cUl'rcntl~'live?

10 Rent -t (go to Question #36)
10 Own -+ (go to Question #40)
30 Neith.::r r.::nt nor own -+ (go to Question #36)

36. Siuc(' 2003, have yOIl cn'l' faccd whnt you fdt to be an IIl/reasollable im'reltst" ill r('lIt?

10 No -t (go to Question #38)
20 Yes -+ (go to Question #37)

37, \Vhieh !l!!.!!. of th('se three silltements hest desCl;bes Ihe reason for Ihe increase in ,"en"!

10 I was not given a reason for the increase in my rent
20 I was givcn a reason for an increasc in my rent that was not relaled to the 20lO Games
)0 lleamed that my landlord increased my rent to gain from the 2010 Games
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38. Siul."c 2003. haw :rou t"wr bct"n t"\'ktt"d from housing?

10 No -+ (go to Question #40)
20 Yes -+ (go to Question #39)

39. \Vhich one of thesl' foUl' st:ltellll'lIts best drsl'ribrs tht" rellson for )'our' l'\'ietion?

10 I was not given a reason for the eviction
20 The n:a.wn gin:n for the evicti\ln was Imrelaled to renovotions to the building
lO The reason given for the eviction was for renovarions that were IInrelated to rhe 2010

GamB.~

40 J leamed that I was evicted from a building that was renovafed in preparation for the
2010 Games

ENVIRONMENT

40. How has )'OUI' aW:lf'Clless of l'l\\'i 1'OlUllent:l1 COllcenlS changed since 2003 (whclI
VaJll'ouver WOIl tht" bid to host the 20tO GalliC'S)?

10 My awareness ha.~ not changed much since 2003.
20 ~"y awareness has increased since 2003, but 1101 as a result of the 2010 Games,
30 My awareness has increased since 2003. as a rcsult of the 20 I 0 Games,

41. DUling till' 2010 Games, did )'011 1I0ticl' all)' changes ill the 1l1ll0UIlI of litter'?

10 Less litter during the Games
20 Similar alllount of litter during the Games
lO 1I.,lorc litter during the Games

42. nuring Ihe 2010 Games, did )'IIU nolke any changes in air quality'!

10 Won;c air (IUality during the Gamcs
20 Similar air quality during the Games
30 Belter air quality during the (james

TRANSPORTATION

43. \\'l're )'lMJ aWllre of Olympics tmftic rest"iclions liiong your regulln' routes of Imvcl
hefore they Imppl'ned'!

10No
20 Yes

44. DUling Ihe 2010 Games. did )"OU take longer than usual to get to your destinations?

10No
20 Yes, it was longer on average by 111IIIIItes
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45. DUIi.ng the 2010 Games, did )'OU US(' alternati\"e !'Outes ill: methods to get to )'ow'
dl'Stinatiuns'!

10 No
20 Yes, (please explain): _

HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

46. Did you book any appoilltlllE'nts for hE'alth or social sE'rvicE'S during the 2010 GamE'S?

10 I didn't need to hook any appointment~during that lime -+ (go to Question #49)
lO I ilvoided booking an appointmem during that time -+ (go to Question #49)
20 I booked an appointment during that time -+ (go to Question #47)

47. Did YOllr health 01' socia.1 sen'iee provider (llot ~"Oll) ellll("c1 or re-schedule an
appointment that was dmi.ng the 2010 Gamcs?

10 No -+ (go to Question #49)
20 YCs -+ (go to Question #48)

48. Did the service pruvider tell you wlwther this was due to the 20111 Games'!

10 "111e service provider did not give a reason
lO "111e service provider gave a reason thai was unrelated to the 2010 Games
20 '111C service pf()\'lder told me that it was because of the 2010 Games

GEN}o:RAL Qm:STIOl"S

49, lIuw well do you think VANOC :11111 the gm'l'rnments ha\'e provided infornHltion to
infoml the public llbout the planning and husting of the 21110 Games'!

LO lnfonllation have been poorly provided
20 lnfomultion have been adequalely pf()vidcd
lO lnfonnation have been well provided

511. \Vh:lt benefits or leg:ll~ieswould you like to see :IS:I result ufthe 2010 Games'!

51. III gl!tll!rtlf, how do you feel about beillg a l'E'Sid('nt ill the Vl!m'ou\'er area?

10 Very a~hamed to be a resident
20 Somewhat ashamed to be a residem
30 Neither ~hamed nor proud 10 be a resident
40 Somewhat proud to be a resident
'0 Very proud to be a resident
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52. How do tht 2010 Games innutnct ~·our (ttlings aboul bdng a l'esidtnl in Iht Vancou'\'{"I'
:1I,.a'!

laThe 20 I0 Games make me feel less proud to be a resident
20 The 20 I0 Games has no influence on my feelings as a resident
JO The 2010 Games make me feel more proud to be a resident

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT YOU

53. Wh:.t is Jour age'! yean

54. \Vh:.t is Jour sex'!

10 1\'lale
20 Female

55. Which ill!.!:. of Iht following ~Sl dtscribts Jour £!J..!!!t!!!. malital status?

10 Married
20 Common-law
JO Separated, but still1cgally mltrried
40 Divorced
So Singl.: (nev.:r married)
6 0 Widowed/widower

56. Which !l!!£ of Iht following btst describes Ihe highest le\'tl of ooucalion you haN'
ctml/J//!/elf!

10 Less Ihml high school (no certificate. diploma or degree)
10 High school certificatc or equivalent
JO Apprentic,,-ship or trades certificate or diploma
40 College or other nOll-university certificate or diploma
50 University certificate or diploma hclow bachelor level
60 Univ.:rsity degree (bachelor's, master's, or doctorate)

We reCQgnize that many people consider questions about income to be private, You can choose
whether or nOI to answer the next question, However, your answer would help give us an overall
idea of who we talked to in our poll, We will not share this information with anyon.:,

57. \Vhat is Jour hest estimate of )'OUl' llllal /uJf(selw!d i/lcome in the (last 12 lIIonths hefore
taxes a/ld deductiofls?

$ _

TIIANK YOU FOR TAKING TilE Tli\'IE TO COMPLETE THE POLL!
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